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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

A MAN OF AFFAIRS

THREE CENTS A COPY

IF I WERE 21

Volume 91.................. Number 63.

MURDER TRIAL AT WISCASSET

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

The WqOitnr Family

Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable ln
•dvanoe; single coplee three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reaaonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier wss estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1883 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed lta name to
the Tribune. Theae papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I read tlie Inquiry of an Owls Head
reader, asking for Information con
cerning Jennie Wooster of North
Haven and the date of her husband's
death.
I am a member of the Wooster
family and could probably give the
desired Information If I knew the
*
Determine that the thing can ♦ husband's name. There are several
* and shall be done, and then we ♦ Jennie Woosters in my family.
» shall find the way. —Lincoln
♦
Jennie Wooster Stone
North Haven, May 22

Stores Rocklant
Iq

Will Remain

Open Friday Nigh
And Be

CLOSED ALL DAY

SATURDAY

The Camden-born Boy Who Louis Walker Wonders How
He Would Vote Under
Achieved the High Points

Of Success

Such Circumstances

Frank A. Tirrell Of Rockland Is One Of the
Attorneys For the Defense

UR candidate for Congress was office, CHILD LABOR RESTRIC
Tlie Brookline (Mass.) Chronicle ln Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
born on a farm *n the town of TIONS which substitutes school Its department, “Men of Affairs.’’
The generation now coming to
Harmony ln 1876 wneie he resided
house for work shop, REDUCING sketches the successful life of a man maturity has a right to be rebellious
Yesterday In the century old Court Damariscotta, will conduct the
until moving to Hartland at 15 years HOURS OF WORK FOR WOMEN well-known in this Knox County Bnd skeptical. Their legacy is social
of age. At that time he was obliged j AND MINORS, OLD AOE PEN region, the place of hls birth, with ?naos. a world ln which there ls House at Wiscasset was begun thc prosecution.
It) required four hours yesterday
to assist in his father's business by SIONS. He also sponsored many which he never has lost touch and neither peace, good-will, good faith trial of Reuben Brewer, Boothbay
driving a grocery team, thereby limit HIGHWAY bills especially
for Where he visits at least once every nor security. Flenty of work to qo Harbor lobster dealer, who !s afternoon to select the Jury, more
than 50 talesmen having been drawn
ing hls education to earlier years ln RURAL roads.
for willing hands and heads ln a charged with murdering hts wife
Year.
for that purpose. J. Russ Abbott, 71,
the little red school house and a brief
Much of this legislation was bit
soci-ty ticking the Inte'.ligener to
EDGAR L. RHODES
of Whitefield was appointed fore
Doloa
Medina
Brewer
a
month
ago.
period at Hartland Academy.
terly opposed by those who today
Edgar L. Rhodes, retired president set them to work. Amid abundance
man. Among those excused from
Brewer
has
engaged
as
medical
admit the Justice thereof which gives
of the famous grocery and provision of fverythtng. they wander lr.ingty
service were Maude Clark Oay of
to our candidate the credit for be
expert
for
hls
defense
Dr.
Oeorge
firm of Rhodes Brothers, was born and humilitUd. Gangdom alone,
Waldoboro the only woman called;
ing right and having the courage of
in Camden, Maine, on December 11, offers ambit.ous thousands u.dr Burgess Magrath, retired medical and Hudson S. Eugley of Waldo
hls convictions.
examiner ol Suffolk County.
1863. At seventeen years of age he
boro.
After completing his activities Mr.
came to Boston and has resided In
Another Bostonian. Wilbur F
The State planned to open lta
Smith's knowledge of highway mat
that city or Its suburbs ever since.
Turner, has been engaged by the case thia forenoon with the testi
ters was fittingly recognized by hit
He attended a commercial college
state as Its handwriting expert. Thc mony of Sheriff Greenleaf, who In
appointment as chairman of the
and evening schools and acquired
government's questioning of the au vestigated the death of Mrs. Brewer
State Highway Commission. While
what he describes as about the
thenticity of an apparent suicide for three weeks after the discovery
serving in this capacity he gained
equivalent of a high school education.
note brings Turner Into the case.
of her body, an apparent suicide, on
thc admiration and respect of the
In 1884 Mr. Rhodes formed a part
Judge George L. Query, who will the shore near the Brewer residence
citizens of Maine by his fair judg
nership with hls brother. Leonard H.
preside at the trial, has authorized at Ocean Point. A note was found at
ment. hls careful attention to every
Rhodes, and under the name of
Brewer to spend as much as 830 a the Brewer home purporting to have
detail and his courteous treatment of
Rhodes Brothers started at 428 Tre
day for Dr. Magrath's services and been written by Mrs. Brewer and in
those who came in contact with the
mont street. Boston, thc grocery and
850 more for a handwriting exper;. dicating an intention to take her
department.
provision business which still bears I
The letter Is J. Vreeland Haring of own life.
Our candidate is now serving hls
their name. In 1889 the business had
New York, one of the experts used by
This the State will contend, 1s a
second term as a member of the Gov
reached a point which warranted the j
the State of New Jersey ln the false theory. It charges that Brewernor’s Council representing Somer
consideration of matrimony, so Mr
Hauptmann case.
ei murdered hls wife by striking her
set and Kennebec Counties.
Rhodes married May E Coates of
Burleigh Martin, one-time Repub over tlie head with some heavy In
In 19.30 Mr. Smith married Mar
Boston. A daughter. Mrs. Helen R I
lican candidate for Governor of strument and that she had not been
garet Chase, a past president of the
Lane, lives in Wellesley and Mr
Maine and a summer neighbor of drowned as first believed.
Maine
Federation
of
Business
and
I
Rhodes is enthusiastically proud of
Reuben Brewer at Ocean Point,
Testimony of the State will be en
At an early age we find young I Professional Women's Club s and a
Boothbay Harbor, ls chief defense tirely circumstantial, although a
Smith in business for himself own- ( former member of the Republican his two grandchildren. The family
home is at 92 Evans Road.
counsel. He ls assisted by Frank A. motive of jealousy of Mrs. Brewers
ing two prosperous stores. At the ' state committee.
About 1900 Rhodes Brothers be
Tirrell Jr., of Rockland
activities will be advanced by the
Louis
A.
Walker
Mr. Smith possesses an unusually
same time he became e member of
came a corporation and during most
Atty. Oen. Clyde iR. Chapman and State as thc reason for the alleged
pleasing
personality
that
has
won
the Legislature for two terms, estab
of the ensuing years Edgar Rhodes chunM R „ rot strangc lhgt lhcy County Atty. Weston M Hilton, of killing.
lishing a record which he still retains him thousands of loyal friends
served as president, with hls brother turn thelr bp;V „„ Church ,pu.h at
of being the youngest member ever throughout the State, On the plat
form he impresses his audience by Leonard as treasurer. Last July the Patr!otiam. anJ vlew ftne sentiments
I elected to that body.
two brothers retired from active with cynical distrust. They have
In 1903 Mr. 6mlth was chosen su his forceful, earnest manner of
belrayet dum^nted and fitperintendent of schools, succeeding speaking. In hls extensive travels participation ln the business and the
store opened several years ago ln „.lve<, by thelr predwelUiOrg No
himself until elected a member of hls friendly attitude and sympathetic
Bnookllne was combined with the longer ,.1U tw> even
the
the Board of Selectmen, a position understanding of his ffllowmen have
(which he held until 1907 when he brought him a host of loyal support Boston store at 170 Massachusetts truth or love thc lovely or accept
j was selected Sheriff of Somerset ers who are now promoting his can •venue Better service was expected n-ht^ness until they nae tried
from one central store, and to date all thlngB for themselv„.
; County. For two terms he served his didacy for Congress.
this arrangement has proven satis
The new voters of 1936 were born
An impartial survey will disclose
i county faithfully md distinguished
( himself not only for being the young that Mr. Smith will cairy four of the factory both to the store and to its during the World War and before we
customers.
Veterans bonus certificates will be time of delivery so that they may be
ment Into It like the Innocents
est 8heriff ever to serve the state seven counties and obtain a substanWhen Mr. Rhodes and his brother Abroad that we were.
distributed in Maine June 15. Edward at their homes when they are debut for rendering hon?st enforcement tial vote in each of the other three,
started their business they had two
If I were 21 instead of 61. how J. Winston a postal Inspector, told llvered.
and giving a square deal to those, If the Republican partj' wants a
fundamental ideas—to handle only would I vote, with what political the Maine Chapter oi the National
Either the postmaster or a regular
who were in trouble.
, candidate of experience and accomthe best of goods and to stress serv- party would I align myself? One Association of Postmasters at their employe under him may certify the
When our fellow citizen had com- plishments, a candidate who comes
......
, ■
.. .
.
...
... . , Ice. Every article was guaranteed cannot divest himself of bias nor permanent organization meeting in bonuses if the veteran wishes to cash
pleted the duties of ms first county from the common ranks, a candidate
(hp customer
was made the j vlew any situation with a wholly un- Waterville Wednesday.
ln his certificate. Although the deoffice, he again turned his attention who can win ln September, we sin-1
Judge.
Mr
Rhodes
attributes hls prejudiced eye But let me assume
Tentative plans were laid to care s partment does not favor cashing the
to private business and became own- cerely suggest the name of CLYDE
er of the Independent Reporter | H SMITH OF SKOWHEGAN for access and that of the business. to that I am 21 years old and trying to for the distribution, which will en-1 certificates, there will be an office
the constant following of this prin- takc an intelligent and realistic view tail a tremendous responsibility on (set up especially for such a task,
which was then and stlli is one of Congress
(Signed)
F.
Omar
Purber.
Presides
dpk
"8at‘8fied cusU,mere’" he
i of the political situation.
the Postoffice Department, said In- ■ After the bonuses are certified they
1 the leading weekly newspapers of
"are the best advertisement any busi
will be sent to Portland's postofflce
First, of course. I have to consider spector Winston.
| Maine.
SMITH for CONGRESS Club of
ness can have.”
The first bonuses to reach Maine where checks will be mailed out in
the party in power. The personality
In 1914 Mr. Smith again entered Skowhegan
For fifty-three years Mr Rhodes of Its great leader appeals to me Hls will leave Boston on Train 101 leav- the regular manner.
j public life by being elected First
May. 1936
has
been a member of Tremont expressed alms are noble and neces lng that city at 1 JO a. m on the 15th.
8tar routes cannot deliver the
j Selectman of Skowhegan, a position
Later on in the columns of this
Temple, of which he has been a dea sary. But I am not to be led by They will be In registered mall paek- bonuses although rural mail carriers
1 which he held continuously until 1930 paper Mr Smith will express Jiis
con for thirty-five years. He is words. Somewhere, in or out of ages which must be delivered to thc may certify them, Winston said,
! with the exception of one year when views on state and national issues lnhe declined re-election
eluding the farming and fishing busi- ,)res‘denl of the Bapt“t Home ln school. I have learned to think Re- addressee only.
Winston recom- Star routemen will notify the veteran
His success ln town affairs Is well ness which should be Maine's largest Newton CenUr and ,or twenty years, viewing the history of the past three mended a special delivery of the that hls certificate is at the post
he has served as a trustee of Oordon years. I observe recovery of business, bonuses apart from the regular mall office.
, known to students of municipal enterprises.
College of Theology, being chairman profits, dividends being distributed delivery. Certification of the bonds
The Portland pos'ofllce, said Win
finance, for it was through hls un-------------of the board for ten years He ts a while one fourth of the nation must be made at a public building ston. would be the only postoffice ln
: tiring efforts that a modern lighting
Mason—a member of the Blue Lodge is on relief and half of it is in other than thc postoffice or veterans' Maine to disburse cash payments for
system was established, many miles
St. Paul's Chapter and Demolay poverty. The political philosophy homes, he said
bonus bonds.
j of improved highways were built, a
AT
Commandery—and belongs to the which proposes to help us as con
When thc bonds are ready for de
Tlie Inspector said he estimated
new school building was constructed.
Owl’s Head Town Hall
Boston Chamber of Commerce and sumers by creating scarcity and livery. veterans are to be notified 22.000 bonds would be delivered to
motorized fire department was in-!
the Woodland Golf Club.
GOOD MUSIC
raising prices simply does not make through the newspaners of thc exact Maine veterans.
stalled. It was also through his ac
Men, 35c; Ladies, 15c
Although they have retired from
tivities as chairman of various com
(Continued on Page Elgnu
the active management of Rhodes
mittees that Skowhegan has a boat
Brothers. Mr. Rhodes and hls brother
WON SPECIAL HONOR
and canoe factory, three shoe shops ,
go punctually to the office at nine I
and a state Reformatory for Women
o'clock every morning except Satur- Husband Of Diana ForbesWhile attending to town affairs,
day and remain until noon. While
Robertson Wrote Most The Salvation Army will hold Its] of meeting current expenses which
cur candidate again became a mem
no longer directly managing its
ROCKLAND
HIGH
first Rose Day in this city Friday, demand immediate attention.
Distinguished Biography
ber of the Legislature and served
vs.
affairs. Mr. Rhodes keeps busy and
May 29 Captain Brown is planning
The Salvation Army needs your
five additional terms ln the House,
At the recent gathering of the to make this ah annual event and assistance to help with this present
healthy by keeping a finger on its
THOMASTON HIGH
and 8enate, presiding over leading
American booksellers association in therefore would like this first Rase financial burden, says Capt Brown
pulse.
committees and in'roducing much
Richmond. Va., May 14. four books Day to go on record as a success.
He
is
typically
the
rugged,
healthy,
A very attractive imitation rose
' important and commendable legisla
were chosen for sperlal honor by thc Never has thc need been greater than will be on sale by Salvation Army
business
man
of
his
years
and
his
3.45 P. M.
tion.
many mental activities arc tempered booksellers. The most distinguished at the present time, he says. Thc workers and friends. Everyone wear
Some of his legislative efforts
COMMUNITY PARK
by hls occasional rounds of golf. biography of the year 1935 went to local corps is faced with the situation a rose on Rose Day.
| were WORKMEN 5 COMPENSA- 1
Admission 15c and 25c
Distinctly a man for our town to be Personal History (English title In
i TION amendments. Acl REQUIRING
proud of, not only because of his Search of History! toy Victor Sheean,
Uncle (after trial trip); Well,
LEGISLATIVE
LOBBYISTS
to
A RABBIT FOR ETHEL
business
success, but even more be published by Doutoleday. Russell
thanks for the two -ides In your car.
REGISTER at Secretary of State's I
cause of the integrity and the ster Doubleday accepted the award for
Nephew: Two, uncle?
'Little White Dog” Episode
WANTED
ling worth which have been so large Mr Sheean “Who is now ln Europe
Uncle: Yes. my first and last.
Full or part time Driving Job; also ly contributory to it.
on hls wedding trip."
Has Interesting Sequel For
You'll be delighted with
lawns
to
mow
The marriage of the author to
our Permanents. Five
Friendship Girl
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
modern methods.
Diana Foitocs-Robertson was an
CEDRIC FRENCH
ARE
STILL
WINNING
Only the bezt in
29 BEECH ST.
TEL. 1116-R
nounced toy a dispatch from Vienna
There are certain matters, bnport , h
workmanship,
63-lt
to the Reuters (British) agency on
materials
ol
Rockland High School Golf August 24 of last year. They im ant or otherwise, which somehow re- '"Uk*™
Perfect
main
ln
the
front
rank
of
newspaper
,o
“
of
bapplneaa. —Char lex Darwin,
Team Trims Cheverus On mediately left for Salzburg on a
rrsulu
SONG OF THF. EMIGRANTS IN
Y V V
guaranteed.
honeymoon trip. Mrs. Sheean ls the routine, and during the past year
Latter's Course
BERMUDA
OLD and NEW DANCES
•
Prices to suit
youngest daughter of the late Sir such a one in Thc Courler-Oazette (
Where the remote Bermudas ride
everybody.
Every Wednesday and
Rockland High School’s goir team Johnstone Forbes-Robertson and hls was the incident of the little white !,unMP'ed-,
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
I From a small boat that rowed along
won its ninth straight game Satur wife who was born in Rockland dog.
Saturday Nights
The listening winds received thia song:
84 PARK ST.
TEL. 1123-W
day when it defeated Cheverus at where as May Dermot she passed her
Glencove Grange Hall
58tf
An Item appeared seeking a home • what should we do but sing hu praise
Larry Rowe’s Course, 4 to 2. Tenney ’ early girlhood. Later as Gertrude for this small and abandoned canine, I
led
<-l?ro»gh the watery maze
Music By
Where he the huge sea monster wracks.
Warren
of Cheverus led the indi- Elliott she beame “One of the sweet- resulting In a rush of correspondence That
lift the deep upon their backs.
Chas. Woodcock’s Orch.
vidual scoring with an 81. Dick (est actresses the world has w and interest all out of proportion to An^ye" gj Vinde"* tow own?
eiTh&T-tf
Harden and Jimmy Accardi of Rock known." As is well remembered an the size and importance of the ani-1
lands ua on s grassy stage,
from the storms, and prelate*
land trailing him with 82 strokes older sister, Jessie Dermot, with mal but showing the kindly heart of Safe rage:
apiece. The summary:
longer Rockland associations, as Knox CoUnty folk. One letter ln par-1 ^hl*5V'here eSilne'u Tveryming
Harden. Rockland beat Warren, Maxine Elliott, tn the nineties drew ticuiar touched the sympathies of the *nd ’ends the fowls to us in care
...
.....
,
,
, On dally visits through the air
Cheverus, 1 up. 19 holes.
immense theatre audiences, and gave office
staff. It came from a lonely
Benner, Rockland, beat Johnson, delightful entertainment to thous little girl in an outlying section of |
Rustic Baskets of Flowers, 82.50 ea.
ands.
Cheverus, 7 and 6.
Friendship and arrived too late to And dow ln the pomegranates close
. ..
...
Jewels more rich than Ormus shows:
Evergreen Leaves. 61-50 eaeh
Vincent Sheean wa-s born Dec. 5, secure ..
Foley, Cheverus, -beat Accardi,
the pet. However this news- [ He makes the tigs our mouths to meet.
Rockland. 1 up.
1899. in Christian county, Illinois. paper told her that ln due course And throws the melons at our feet;
But apples, plants of such a price.
F. L. BROWN
Johnson. Cheverus, -beat Leo, His parehts, .William Sheean and another opportunity would • surely No tree coufd ever bear them twice.
ELM ST.,
THOMASTON
With cedars chosen by hls hand
_ llUMd
Susan MacDermot were Irish. He come.
Rockland, 1 up.
Mot watar
From Lebanon he stores the land:
62-63
FOR INDIGESTION
AureR.UW
And makes the hollow seas that roar
Rockland won both points in the grew up ln Para. Christian county,
This morning opportunity knocked Proclaim
the ambergris on shore
Illinois, attended Chicago university, in the form of a beautiful pet rabbit He east (of which we rather boast)
foursome play.
The gospel s pearl upon our coast;
drifted into newspaper work in New which must find a new home in the And In these rocks for us did frame
133T&Th-tf
A temple where to sound hls name.
Nurse—I lost sight of the child, Ycrk. and In 1922 went to Paris, immediate future. This morning's O
let our voice hls praise exalt.
ma'am.
Since that time he has resided chief- mall carried a letter to the little girl TUI It arrive at heaven's vault.
Which then perhaps rebounding may
Ma’am—Oood gracious!
Why : ly in various European countries, in Friendship telling her of the cir Eoho beyond the Mexlque
que bay!"—
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
didn't you speak to a policeman?
J Africa. China, Jerusalem, etc. Per- cumstance. It is hoped that the next a'holy'and s'diwfS'note*'l’h 60,1
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- Nurse—I was speaking to one at | sonal History is hls most ambitious issue will find Miss Ethel Walter and i And all the way. to guide their chime,
(Swift’s Best Heavy Western Beef—Full Site Steak Each Serving)
,
With falling oars they kept the time
the time, ma ant,
and successful book.
the pel white rabbit united,
1
-Andrew Marvell

O

THOSE BONUS CERTIFICATES

Will Be Distributed In Maine June 15—Here
Are the Details

Memorial Day
63’lt

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

SMITH FOR CONGRESS

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
ThH Is to notify my friends

that I am a candidate on thr

Republican ticket for nomi
nation as

COUNTY

COMMISSIONER

DANCE

in the

JUNE PRIMARIES
And that I shall be pleased
to have thrir support

ITS FIRST “ROSE DAY”

BASEBALL

HERBERT I. KEEP

Tuesday, May 26

DIRECT SERVICE
TO

VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
EFFECTIVE

THURSDAY, MAY 28

5%

Steamer for Vinalhaven leaves Tillson Wharf, Rock
land, daily (Sunday excepted), at 2.^5 standard

At

time.
Steamer for North Haven, Stonington and Swan’s
Island, leaves Tillson Wharf, Rockland, daily
(Sunday excepted), at 2.15 standard time.

Subject To Change Without Notice

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT COMPANY
BASIL H. STINSON, Cen. Mgr.
Telephone 402,
Rockland, Me.
83-65

IT’S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate

Year Round Local Service

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

TULIPS
For Memorial Day
50c, 75c, $1.00 doz.

SIM’S

LUNCH

40c

Rotkland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 26, 1936
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THOMASTON’S HERE TODAY

FREE

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Be not forgetful to entertain
strangers, for thereby some have
entertained angels unawares. —Heb
13: 2.
A CITY BEAUTIFUL

Battle For High School Championship Is Fast
Nearing a Climax

Every-Other-Day

ALL DAY FRIDAY
AT

H. H. CRIE & CO.

ed of that satisfaction by Swanson's
This Week’s Games
Today—Thomaston at Rockland: double in the 11th Inning of one of
Let us as citizens withhold no
Lincoln Academy at Camden; St. the most hectic games ever played on
hand of support from this Chamber
With each purchase of 3c or more on Friday, May 29,
Styvie field by school teams.
George at Vinalhaven.
of Commerce committee who is
The
island
boys
were
tnailing
3
to
6
Friday—Lincoln Academy at Thom
we will give a Bottle of Ice Cold Cola-Cola
charged with the not inconsiderable
when the fifth inning opened and 5
aston; Camden at Vinalhaven.
task of beautifying our city. It is a
FISHING TACKLE, SEEDS, FERTILIZER
Saturday (Memorial Day*—Rock- J to 7 when the eighth be$an.
responsibility in which not the com land at St George.
I Upham, who had been making a
HARDWARE
mittee alone but ev ery citizen |
....
I very satisfactory showing on the'
OPtN FRIDAY EVENING
CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAY
should count it a privilege to share.
The League Standing
Thomaston mound, wilted in the
It isn't the more prominent regions
„ ki j.
eighth, hitting two men. passing one.
St George is still on Rockland s heel
of the town that need the chief at
“
.
.....
.
allowing a double and a single and
of
tention. The homcplace of the in taps, and_ assuming that. the. rest
,
i letting in one run on a wild pitch
weeks games run true to form.
.
dividual, the corners of streets that this
.
... ,,,
,.k ii. »« J This combination of ill luck necessioffer themselves for the sly recep the real test will come with the Me- tated a change of venue, and with the
tion of rubbish—a score of such op- mortal Day game when Rockland score now a tie Coach Sturtevant
portunitiei lie naked to the eye. Playes »t St George. The game be pulled Woodcock off first to do the
The committee wisely solicits the tween those two teams played in this box-work.
Although the auburnco-operation
of every citizen in city earlier in "the season was won ’ 2hatred
g
IA 11 tvl youth
v CJ tA t.a eventually
V C lit ta A . • j lostt 1his
14*9 asgame
—— * * a ——
carrying out the program which it I handily by RocUand, but everybody i
u deserving Of a very nice hand,
has set up. With a community I -°nceded Coach Siinmc 1 s team to
(or he made four singles in this game
spirit addressing itself to this de- a most worthy opponent and every-;hJj
ch#nces
sired end, we can make of Rock- body is guessing « bo how_next Sat- Ther( are few
all around play.
land with its picturesque environs, urday's game will result. The stand ers ln the league.
a city the reputation of which will ing:
Well. sire, we almcst forgot to tell
By Nicholas Roosevelt
PC.
Won Lost
spread itself far and wide.
you about Vinalhaven'a hall of the
For
the
National
Republican Builders. Inc.
1 ooo
0
And it is a great thing with Rockland .............. 6
seventh inning. Brown started the
833
1
which to enlist the interest of the i
Oeorge .......... 5
With Senator Borah and Colonel Knox apparently out of the running for
show hy walking, and Just to show
500
3
; Camden
the
Republican nomination for the Presidency It remains to see what the
young.
that he was not the only pedestrian
too
3
I Vinalhaven _____ 2
Smith did likewise There being no Republican leaders will do in the «vent that they dod not choose either
200
4
Lincoln __
YOUR GUESTS IN VACATIONJones to join the Brown and Smith Governor Landen cr Senator Vandenberg.
.000
6
Thomaston
DAYS
procession. Bruce reached first when
A number of pos- structure. Furthermore, lt would

Money Saved Is Money Earned

PERRY’S
MAIN ST.
MARKET

Republican Search tor a
“Dark Horse'9 Complicated
by the Unwillingness ot
the Voters to Accept
Another Harding

IC. Delano toyed too leng with his
( sibtlitles
exist t— give him a vacancy on the Court
The St Oeorge High School team:
Wlth thls cholce set-up|| though
none of which he could fill with, one of hls
In no long time this favored sec
loade(F-KiClt«son hit to 6t«n<>. if
tion of Maine's magnificent coast is being coached this season by
i them at this writ- own henchmen. This likewise, would
havlng more worlc “
is to find itself again made a mecca Maurice Simmons and not by Ernest <ho had
| ing lias any parti- be unfortunate for the country,
for the summer vacationist, brought Rawley as has been stated in these than any boy of his size and age
ij cular popular apIt is clear, therefore, that the Re
here out of the far corners of this columns. The school has been very should be expected to handle ln one
peal.
The two publican leaders have a difficult task
and other countries and made happy fortunate in obtaining the services of game. But Stony clung to Nicker- i
ablest men in the if they decide to turn down Landon
by what in thc way of recreation the man who has helped so em con’s hot liner, trotted to second to
party are, obvious- and will not take Senator Vandenis encountered here.
1 he predic phatically to put St George on the Lloyd, and a voice from the wings
ly, former Presi- berg. They might, at the last motion is current, and not without baseball map
reminded him that by hurling the ball
dent Hoover and ment, try to resuscitate Colonel
authority, that the State this sum
to first he could scoop the whole
former Secretary of Knox. But while that gentleman has
Roc kland 22. Lincoln 9
mer is to become the center of such
bunch. And that’s how an honest to
the Treasury vigor and Intelligence he has not
visitation in excess of anything of
Rockland High won its sixth straight goodness triple play was made. From Qgden L M1116. While Mr. Hoover proved a good vote-getter.
thc kind hitherto experienced. Our victory at the expense of Lincoln Thomaston’s standpoint it was of
won
much of tbe sentiment
Remains
the possibility of ~choosing
■
WV1I
444AM. IS Vi Vl»V
iaaaaaav.il V
—------------- ---------- «-------------------------- »
—
people will be glad, singly and in Academy by the score of 22 to 9 la±»t | course too bad it had to be made in
ha<j jost
association of " business man. This however, has
mass, to extend to these visitors Friday on the Academy ground The, valn
his name with the depression ls atlll an outstanding disadvantage—that
every form of welcome.
Orange and Black nine ls still at the
so close that tt ls unlikely that h« the Presidency is primarily a political
In the connection The Courier- head of the Knox-Lincoln League and
I will be nominated.
office and only incidentally executive
Gazette ventures to repeat an in has yet to taste defeat.
Mr. Mills, whose courage and Intel- and that what is needed Is a man
vitation to its readers, that they
The game was featured by the hard
ligence place him among America s who knows politics from the ground
bring to its attention through the hitters of the Rockland team, along
ablest men of today, and whose up. Candid friends of Mr. Hoover
department of social news, the with the fine pitching of LaCrosse.
services to hls party have been of ex- now admit that he was gravely
Skinner Rockland freshman, start-1
names of their guest arrivals. It is
ceptlonal value ls also still under n handicapped by hls lack of political
a custom recognize 1 the country ed on the mound for the flrst time
cloud of unpopularity. It is regret- experience. Too often the executive
over, becomes a proper source of in this year but was taken out in the'
table that the country should thu mind is impatient with the delays,
humation to the community, and fourth inning after he had allowed
be deprived of the use of his very obstacles and Indirections of political
is not without appreciation by those five passes, four hits and six runs I
great abilities.
minds. Furthermore, business men
whose names thus appear in print. LaCrosse finished the game and,
Of the other names there is no: are proverbially inept In political
The paper throughout the season hurled fine ball, keeping the Academy Tht Thomaston backstop, Mr. Day. much to say. Senator Dickinson of matters, and th;lr judgment on
swats a homer
will greatly value ’he co-operation boys to four well scattered hits and
Iowa ls a "safe" tnan of the Harding ’ politics often inadequate.
of its readers in bringing such per three runs.
There may be. of course sonic
We pass now to Vinalhaven's half of type. He is in a class with Indiana's
Features of the game were home
sonal notes, either by mail or tele
former
two
Senators.
Arthur
Robiaother
potentially strong candidate as
phone, to the attention of its social runs by Olover and Murgita. along1 the 11th and find Candage walking
son and James Watson, both of unknown and unsung today os Wil
wtth
the
hard
hitting
by
Oray
who
Nickersons
single
advanced
him
to
news department.
got four hits out of aix times at bat. econd. but Johnsons grounder forced whom regard themselves as "dark liam Jennings Bryan was before the
Glover five out of six. Blake of Lin-ihim at third. Then came Swanson » horses." Oregon’s two Senators, Democratic Convention of 1896 CerFARLEY AS A REPUBLICAN
Steiwer and McNary, also might be talnly there Is no (dearth of aspirASSET
coin had a perfect day at bat. getting double, driving Nickerson home with
persuaded to accept the nomination.! ants. But the Republican leaders '
what
proved
to
be
the
winning
run.
four out of four.
While these men are more open- are faced not only with the problem
Anderson
hit
into
a
double
play,
and
Rockland had two big innings, the
Another oi the Parley chickens
minded and forceful than Messp.; of picking a candidate, but picking
which seems likely to come home seeond and ninth, ln which they Thomaston went to bat only to be re
Dickinson and Robinson they are a winner.
to roost is the Postmaster General’s scored 17 of tlie 22 runs. Lincoln tired in order
not well-known outside of their own
At this writing there seems little
Academy
did
its
best
in
the
first,
third
|
Thomaston
outbatted
the
visitors
gratuitous attack on the ability oi
locality.
doubt
that, with a man who comGovernor Landon oi
Kansas. and fifth Innings when it scored eight only to see its advantage lost by costAmong the other contenders are ; mands popular respjet and support.
of
their
runs.
I
tt
errors.
The
hatting
sWr
ot
lhe
“What do you know,” he asked a
Rockland
game, however, was Coach Swanson's "Ham'' Fish of New York, who for , the Republicans have at least an
Michigan audience, ‘ about the in
kid brother, who made a single and the last year has been telling Wes- even chance of defeating Mr. Roosedividual who now appears as the
ab r bh po a * three doubles. The fielding star was] tern audijnees that if he is nominated , velt. If. however, a colorless, safe
most probable candidate oi thc Welch, rf .........
2 3
4
this same Swanson, whose work In the | he will accept, Glenn Frank. Presi- ] reactionary Is chosen Republican de
minority party?” Well, the answer Anderson, rf -------- 0
0 1
short fleld was of professional calibre, dent of the University of Wisconsin. ] feat will be assured.
is that the people ot the United Thompson, c ------- 6
3 10
who has made some admirable
The problem is r.ot so much to
The score:
States, at least those who can read, Olover. ss------------ 6
5 2
speeches, and Colonel Theodore wean people away from Mr Roose
Vinalhaven High
write and think, know a great deal Lord. If. lb ______ 7
velt as it is to win them to a Repub
ab r bh tb po a e Roosevelt. Jr.
about Governor Landon and what LaCrosse, lb. p ....... 6
Of another calibre—but hardly lican leader. Hundreds of thousands
Johnson. If .....- 5 1 0 0 2 0 0
they know is extremely iavorahle. Oray, cf ................... 0
Swanson, ss___ 6 2 4 7 1 5 0 j more available—is Justice Owen —in fact millions—of voters are
'Iliey know him as an able execu Winchenbaugh. cf .. 0
Anderson. 3b — 7 12 2 13 9 Roberts of the Supreme Court. A either distrustful of Mr. Roosevelt
tive who has given a great State a Murgita. 2b --------- 4
Bunker, lb___- 6 2 I 1 13 1 0 man of courage and independents. or tired of him. But they will not
wise and economical’ administration, Morgan. 3b ............ 7
Erickson, c ____ 6 0 2 4 9 2 0 ! he is unquestionably one of the moot accept a Republican candidate
who in addresses has expressed a Anderson. 3b ......... 0
Brown, cf. rf, p 2 1
1 10 1 0 distinguished men ln the country. “blind.” They want to know who
sound philosophy of government and Skinner, p .............. 3
Smith, rf ------- 2 11111 0 But he has not had much political the man Is and feel that he repre
who, most important oi all, will, ii Peterson. If .............. 3
Llcyd. cf, rf...... 1 0
00
1 0 0. training and, even if he had, it is sents them and their views.
he is nominated and elected, put an Merritt, If ........... - 0.
They want to know that the party
Shields, p......1
0 00
1 1 1 j doubtful whether in these days it
immediate end to the silly and un
•Robinson.......... 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 would be wise to name a member of stands for something constructive,
52 22 23 27 14
natural activities which thr New
Candage. p ..... * 1 0 0 0 0 0 0. the Supreme Court to the Presidency. and is not simply making the tradi
Deal, at the behest of wild the
Lincoln Academy
Bruce, Tf _____ 2 0 0 0 0 0 91 Mr. Roosevelt, whose dislike of the tional bid of the "outs" to get back
orists, has imposed upon the coun
ab r bh po a
court is well known, would not hesi “In.”
Nickerson. 2b .... 6 1
22 4 1
try. For a majority of our citizens Jones, ss .................... 4 10 2 2
They feel that the election Is one
tate to twist such a nomination into
this knowledge ought to be quite Plnkliam. 3b ............. 2 4 112
•
45 9 13 18 33 15
a struggle between the people and of the most critical in years. This
sufficient and the more Mr. Farley Allen, rf ......... -...... 4 112 0
Thomaston High
the court, and while he would prob fact in itself places a heavy responsi
talks the greater is the probability Reed, p ..................... 6 12 17
ab r bh tb do a
ably defeat the Justice he would sure- bility on the leaders In thc coming
that it will prove to lie sufficient.
ly do a lasting Injury to our political | convention
Anderson. If ..... 4 3 3 4 2 0
Lewis, lb ........ _..... 3 2 0 10 0
The specific objection which the B.ake. 2b................... 4 0 4 3 1
C. Delano, ss. 3b 6 2 3 3 3 1
I.
Postmaster General raises to Mr. Merrill, c ..............
Woodcock, lb. p 6 0 4 4 9 3
5 00 6 1
Mackie. St. George pitcher, held Trask, c ................. 4 0 0 5
Landon—and he seems to be speak Mank. rf.................... 1 0 0 0 0
Lthby. cf, ss.... 6 0 0 0 2 1 11 Camden to three hits while hls team- Dur.bar. p. If.......... 4 1 2 0
ing pretty early in the game—is Warning. If .............. 1 0 0 0 0
G. Delano, rf..... 4 112 0 0 0 mates were pounding two Camden'
-----that the governor has had no experi Cowan. If ___ .......... 2 0 0 2 0
Overlook. 3b ..... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 [ pitchers. Dunbar and Richards, for 12
37 6 7 27 12 4
ence in national or international Hussey. If.................. 1 0 0 0 0
Cook, cf ............ 4 11111
safe bingles.
St. Oeorge ...... 23003200 0—10
affairs. This same charge could
Stone. 2b .......... 4 0 0 0 3 4
Camden's only scoring chance came Camden High .000006000—6
have been laid at the door of
33 9 8 27 13 6 Day. c ................ 6 1 2 5 10 0
Base on balls, off Dunbar 1, Mackie
in
the sixth, when lt made six runs
Grover Cleveland and Calvin Rockland ........ 2910001 1 8—22 Upham, p.......... 4 0 2 2 0 2
1. Struck out, by Richards 4, Mackie
on
three
hits
off
Kinney,
who
replaced
Coolidge, or, going hack still fur Lincoln „.......... 30302010 0— 9 Jealous, lb ...... 2 0 0 0 4 1
12. Kinney 1. Hits, off Dunbar 7, off
Mackie. The score:
ther, to Abraham Lincoln. But
Two base hits. Glover, Lord. La
Mackie 3. off Richards 5, off Kinney
St. George
even if the Landon background is Crosse. Gray. Thi ee base hits, Peter
47 8 16 21 33 13
3. Hit by pitcher, by Richards (Smal
limited, it is virtually universal son. Home runs, Glover. Murgita.
• Robinson batted for Shields.
j
ab r bh po a e ley) 2. by Mackie (Bartlett), by Kin
when compared to the acquaint Sacrifice hits, Welch 2. Stolen bases. Vinalhaven 1020200300 1—9 J AuJt 3b ................... 5 13 3 0 0 ney (Marriner and Arico). Scorer.
ance with practical matters brought Welch 3, Thompson 3. Olover, Reed.; Thomaston 20041 10000 0—8 palerson rf .......... 5
0 W. Stearns. Umpires, Dailey and
1 0
to bear hy many of the Brain LaCrosse. Double plays, Blake to
Two base hits. Swanson 3. Ander- Mackie, p. cf .......... 5
0 Monaghan.
1 0
Trusters summoned to Washington Lewis. Base on balls, Skinner 5. La son ’Thomaston). G. Delano. Three j Smalley, c .............. 3
1 14
0
by President Roosevelt and given a Crosse 5. Reed 3. Hits, off Skinner 4 base hit. Erickson. Home run. Day. Kinney, cf. p ........ 5
C
For thank-you notes and short let
free hand to trifle with our na in three Innings, off LaCrosse 4 In Base on balls, off Shields 2. off Can-1 Dowling, ss ........... 5
ters, we suggest a box of Rytex Notes.
tional life and prosperity.
six innings. Strikeouts, by LaCrosse dage 3, off (Brown 1, off Upham 6. off Rocking, if ........... 5
0 Choice of six different shades of paNor will Mr. Farley’s reference 7, by Reed 4. by Skinner 1. Hit oy woodcock 2. Struck out, by Shields Hawkins, lb .......... 4
0 per with tiny colored borders on both
to Kansas as a “typical prairie pitcher, by Reed (Welch). Wild pitch, 3, by Brown 3. by Upham 6. by Wood Lcppanen, 2b ........ 4
0! sheets and envelopes, and printed
State” be without i’s repercussions. Reed. Passed ball. Merrill.
_______________ ' with your name to match. Fifty Note|
cock 1. Sacrifice hit, Brown. Hit by
« • • •
'I'his is precisely the kind of talk
41 10 12 27 5 2 ' Sheets and 50 envelopes for $150
pitcher, Brown, Johnson.
Double
Vinalhaven 9, Thomaston H
Used by well known screen stars,
which Mid-Westerners do not like.
plays, Anderson. Bunker tfnd Erick
Camden
' authors and artists. Sec samples at
It makes them all'the more resent
Thomaston High was vety close to son; Woodcock. Libby and Jealous;
ab r bh po a e The Courier-Gazette office. Postage
ful when it comes ftom a New finding its way into the percentage Woodcock. Jealous and Day. Triple
0 10 cents extra.
Yorker whose training for the pub column Saturday, only to be defraud- play. Stone and Woodcock. Umpires. Beveridge, cf......... 5
0|
■------------------lic service was received largely
Wotton and Hopkins. Scorer, Wins Bartlett, 2b ............ 5
0
Ways of bringing farmhouses upMarriner. rf .......... 4
within the precincts of Tammany Kansas, Iowa anil Nebraska, will low.
• • • •
11 to-date are described in Farmer's
Arico, ss ................. 4
Hall and as a State boxing commis not soon forget. Give Mr. Farley
SL George 10, C’amden 6
Richards. If. p........ 3
0 Bulletin No. 1749, Modernizing Farmsioner. The implied slur contained chance enough and he will yet be
St. George High defeated Camden Belyea, 3b ............. 4
2 houses, Issued by thc United States
in the Postmaster General's words come a great Republican asset.—
High
10 to 6 in Camden Saturday.' Wadsworth, lb...... 4
11 Department of Agriculture.
is something which the people of Boston Transcript.

PERRY’S

Many will plan a holiday trip or entertain
friends. The extra saving on your food
bill at PERRY’S will pay the expense or
help buy your other needs. (Shop Early
and Save).

l

PARK ST.
MARKET

PICNIC LOAF

PICNIC SHOULDERS
•
.

1 Minced Ham)
Fresh, wholesome, inexpensive.
> Makes tasty sandwiches

Smoked—Fixed Flavor
Boiled plain or with fruit Jukes
and sliced cold. Always sweet,
tender and juky.

2 lbs. 25c

Lb. 21c

lb 19c

Baked Loaf,

Macaroni, Cheese Loaf

‘

Swift’s Whole Hams

Ham to fry,

A Pirnk Delight

NATIVE BONELESS

BONELESS BF.EF

VEAL ROAST

SUGAR CREEK
ARMOUR'S SWIFTS

lb 39c

Chamberlain's

i RIB ROAST

When sliced eold It’s like rhkken, The kind that assures extra de
so tender and appetizing
lirious roast, tender and savory.

BUTTER
2 lbs 61c

25c lb

25c lb

BONELESS

CHUCK

POT ROAST,

lh 20c ROAST,

NEWLY CORNED

FANCY BRISKET
THICK RIB,
lb
.Middle Cuts,

lb 14c

lb 15c

LAMB FORES,

-II r

18c

STEW VEAL
STEW BEEF
lb 12c STEW LAMB

Cubed or Sirloin

HAMBURG STEAK

STEAKS,

lb 25c LAMBS LIVER
PIG'S LIVER.

Steak or Chops

VEAL,

LB.

lb 35c FRANKFORTS, 2 lb 31c

Superior Ham Flavor

A TASTY TREAT

Boiled Ham, lb 47c Chicken Loaf, lb 29c

PICNIC
CAMPFIRE

Marshmallows
Free Magk Flower
Garden; both— 21c

I SPECIALS

1815

Kingan's Sandwich

MUSTARD jar 5c

Spread,

8c

A Blend of Choke Meats

Madison—Sour. Dill. Sweet

7 oz jar 9c Wekh'i
Crabapple Jelly 2 jars 25c
FLA-VOR-ADE,
5c

PICKLES,

Assorted Flavors

Cream

Cool Refreshing Drink
North Sea—Medium Tin#

CHEESE,

TUNA FISH, 2 tins 29c
Nxirma. Norwegian

lb 43c

Paper Plates,

2 pkg 9c

2 cans 19c 15 LILY CUPS, pkg 10c

SARDINES,
Cut Rite

5c NAPKINS,

WAX PAPER,
ARMOUR’S

C’han-Ti-Cleer

CORNED BEEF

CHICKEN,

12 oz. tins

2 tins 33c

Ige pkg 9c

KINGAN’S PICKLED

6 oz tin 41c PIG’S FEET,

14 oz 18c

SWEET MIXED PICKLES ... quart 25c
Home Made Kind

.MICKEY MOUSE BANK JAR

POTATO SALAD lb 25c GRAPE JAM,

lb 15c

YOUR CHOICE

VEGETABLES
RED RIPE

TOMATOES,

2 lbs 25c

Peppermint
Patties,
Ib
Vanilla
Bitter Sweets, lb

FRESH CRISP

CUCUMBERS
4 for 25c
FRESH GREEN

17c

POUND PACKAGE

NOTE!
YOUR USUAL SATURDAY
BAKED BEANS WILL BE
READY FRIDAY. ORDER
YOURS NOW. SAVE TIME AND
BOTHER.

PEAS
MAKE ICE CREAM THE NEW
WAY

2 pounds 19c

Jello Ice Cream,
TASTY CHEESE

can 11c

MIX
Assorted Flavors

19c pound

^FRUITS
Golden Mello Ripe

BANANAS,
FRESH FROM THE SEA

LOBSTERS,

Fresh

lb 29c PINEAPPLES, 2 for 29c
New White

Deep Sea

SCALLOPS,

lb 27c

GRAPES,

2 lbs 29c

Perry's Super-Mix

Fresh Eastern

SALMON,

2jc

2 for 29c

MELONS,

Penobscot Bay Live

4 lb5

Jumbo

Ib 29c

MAYONNAISE, pt. 23c

RED SALMON, can 23c Crabmeat, 2 med. tins 39c
Tenderloins, California

SARDINES, tall tins 10c

CHASE A SANBORN
DATED

Something New!
COFFEE,
lb pkg 24c
Sea Food Crack’rs pkg 25c A Vote for Your Famous Amateur

We Deliver

PERRY’S

NEARBY TOWNS
AND BEACHES

MARKETS

PHONE 1234

TRULY A GREAT PLACE TO TRADE

OPEN
FRIDAY
EVENING
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NElGlIROIlHOOn EVENTS
May 29-Appleton — Commencement
exercises ln Riverside hall.
May 28—Knox County W.C.T.U. meets
at Baptist Church ln Camden.
May 29—Meeting of Knox County Pish
n> d Game Association at Masonic hall.
War-er.
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 30—Opening of Lakewood Theater.
May 31—Whitsunday.
June 5—Dance Recital by pupils of
Ellse Allen Corner School of the Dance
at Park Theat.e
June 5-b—Fiftieth Anniversary Patri
archs Militant to be observed ln Bel
fast
June 7—Trinity Sunday
June J— Educational Club picnic with
Mrs Nina Oregory. Olen Cove
June 9—Republican National Conven
tion opens ln Cleveland.
June 9-Camden—Dance redt.il ty
Miss Doris Heald's pupils.
June 9-11—Annual convention O.AH
and allied bodies in Rockland
June 10—Annual meet'ng of Univer
salist Mission Circle with Mrs. Katheryn
St Clair. Crescent Beach.
June 11—Vinalhaven—High
School
commencement exercises ln Memorial
hall
June 11 -Thomaston—Alumni banquet.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 15—Primary Election.
June 16—Camden—Whitehall
Inn
opens.
June 15—Park Theatre reopens on full
time.
June 19-21—Annual encampment ot
th' Maine Department, Veterans of
Forelirn Wars, ln thia city.
June 20—Llmerock Valley Pomona
Orange meets at Vinalhaven with Pleas
ant River Orange.
June 21—Father's Day.
June 26-28-Lewiston-American le
gion and allied bodies, hold State con
ventions.
July 29-Rockport—Baptist
ladles
Circle midsummer fair.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, '1 uesday, May 26, 1936
University of Maine defeated Colby
An all day session of Edwin Libby !
5 to 0 Saturday. Lord the Camden Relief Corps will be held Thursday
boy. turned in a couple of timely hits at O. A. R. hall.
for the "cow college.”
Manager Fred W Wight announces
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will meet that the State Liquor Store will be
Thursday night at 7.30. The final closed next Saturday (Memorial]
supper of the season will be served Day).
under chairmanship of Mrs. Blanche
Shadie.
And what a glorious day was yes- |
------terday for the tulips. Everybody's
Thc Rockland Pirates m a pre-sea- gar(jen waxed eloquent. And here
son game at Rockport Sunday, were [s another day jugt Hke R Let
defeated 10 to 6 by the Rockpor: rejojce Summer is actually on the
Locals. The skull and crossbones way.
failed to intimidate.
Managing a shipyard Isn’t thc only
art in which Fred C. Gatcombe spe .
cializes. For instance there's that I
little matter of the five pound salmon
which he caught at Union Sunday.

If you want to get a line on the
season's state of moisture, consult
the local house painters, who will tell
you that the week just past was the
only week since 1936 started in busi
ness. that found it possible for out
door painting to be carried on without
interruption for the entire six days.

this sacred anniversary
comes on Saturday, and will be
observed on that day, Tlie Cou
rier-Gazette will be published
Friday afternoon. Advertisers,
correspondrnts and all other con
tributors are asked to kindly
bear this in mind.
Because

The postponed plant sale of th^
Garden Club will be l.eld Monday
June 1, on Copper Kettle I-awn

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will haye
a beano party Wednesday at 7 30 at
the home of Mrs Alfred Church. T
street.
Refreshments will be set forth to
morrow night after Aurora Lodge,
FAM., has conferred the Master
Mason degree.
Commander H. G. Staples of Wins
low-Holbrook Post asks members who
plan to attend the funeral of Jolm
Parker Stlmpson at Togus tomorrow
to be at Legion hall at 9 a. m.

There will be a meeting qf Ralph
Ulmer Camp and Auxil.ary Wednes
day night at 7.30, followed by Me
morial Services to b? held for the lace
Julia Huntley and the late Ethel
Philbrook.

Mr. and Mrs. George W Wheeler,
who were ln Togus Sunday, called
upon Timothy O'Donnell at the gov
ernment hospital and were much,
pleased to note the Improvement he
has been making there.

A full 5/ bottle of Orange-Crush...

Thomas Sweeney, third officer of
the Mallory Line steamship Mevanla I
Is at hls Rockland home on a fort-j
night's leave of absence. The ship ]
runs between New York. Texas and |
Mexico in the oil 1 rade. Tom saw ]
some interesting features of the j
Texas centennial at San Jacinto re-,
cently.
•

the drink from fresh oranges... yours for

If!

THIS WEEK ONLY.. CLIP THE COUPON!

John Parker Stlmpson, one of the
proprietors of the Penobscot Grill,
died yesterday morning at Togus.
where he had been receiving hospital
treatment for several months. The
deceased was a member of WinslowHolbrook Post. A L , which organi
zation will attend the funeral services
in Togus Wednesday at 10.30 a. m.

E WANT you to try it . . . and we’re paying 4c a bottle all this week to
make sure that you do! Just clip the coupon and present it with a penny
to your dealer. He’ll give you a full-size krinkly bottle of Orange-Crush ... thc

W

same that regularly sells for 5c.
You’ve got an exciting new experience coming when you put down your penny
and uncap a bottle of this delicious, ice-cold CARBONATED drink! It’s made
from fresh, juicy, tree-ripened oranges . . . with a bit of the peel to give it tang.

Tlie Knox County Fish and Game
Association will have a meeting ln
Masonic hall Warren Friday night at
7 o’clock, with supper at 50 cents a
plate. Kenneth Fuller Lee from the
department of Inland Sea and Shore
Fisheries, and incidentally a humor
ist, will be the speaker and will show
lots of pictures which will especially
Interest sportsmen. Warren ls not
ed far and wide for its hospitality,
Bass Park in Bangor will be the and being the home of the associa
scene of a week of gayety when the tion's new president will prove an
Shrine Circus opens June 22 for a run excellent meeting place.
of six nights and five afternoons. The
Circus, to be presented ln three rings
A large delegation from Rockland
under the main tent, will be of high and suburbs ls attending the Grand
character, and many artists of inter Chapter meeting of OES. at Lewis
national fame will appear in the pro ton this week. In the party are Mr
gram. There will be a total absence and Mrs. Carl Stevens. Mrs. Gert
of anything of objectionable nature rude Boody, Mrs. Clara Watts, Mrs
In the entire production.
Millie Thomas, Mrs. Anah Gay. Mrs.
Clara Curtis, Mrs. Frances Morse.
Marston Woodman and family of Mrs. Matie Spaulding of Thomaston.
Portland were visitors in the city Mrs. A. B. Borgerson of Owl's Head.
Sunday. Mr. Woodman, a former Mrs. Maude Blodgett and Mrs. Lottie
Roekland boy, was for a number of Crowley of South Thomaston. Mrs.
years proprietor of a wayside eating Morse will be joined In Gardiner by
establishment in West Ossipee. N H . her niece Mrs. Margaret Douglas who
but after its destruction toy flre he will also attend the convention.
returned to Portland where he had
I
previously been in business, and is
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT
now located at 98 Portland street,
Rockland High School Alumni de
sirous of attending the reception are
reminded tliat dues for the current
year are now payable. They will be
gratefully accepted by Miss Ruth
Dondls, treasurer, or any of her as
sistants, Virginia Post, Marian Mul
len, Louise Dolliver, Irina Fickett.
Virginia Richardson, and Nathalie
Jones.

Hand carved Camphor-wood bag
handles. $1.00; small, at 50c. Also hand
carved Ivory Bag Tops. Beautiful new
Vases, from 25c to $20. The WhatNot Shop.—adv.

leaving Tillson wharf daily, Sunday
excepted, at 2.45 p. m. standard time
This allows both boats to connect with
the afternoon train from Boston
Steamer Vinalhaven will substitute
until early next week on the Vinal
haven line while the White is receiv
ing engine repairs.

Yorkie's hot dogs are absolutely de
licious, also that hot buttered pbp
corn de luxe. Add extra joy to your
Pot Roast supper Thursday night at
mileage. Stop at Yorkie's stand in Grand View Grange, Northport.
Camden—adv.
G4-Th-67j Western Merrymakers of Rockiand
will entertain. Moody Mt. Hill Billies
The Courier-Gazette is showing will play for dancing 6.30 to 12, DST
Rytex Varsitv Cloth—a fine personal —adv.
63-64
stationery for men. This stationqXY
comes ln Ivory, Green and Brown
DENTAL NOTICE
During the spring and summer sea
Varsity Cloth, printed with your name
son will make appointments for
and address. Fifty large flat sheets Tuesdays and Fridays.
ar.d 50 monarch size envelopes to
DR. J. H. DAMON
match for only $1.00. Order a box
Over Newberry's 5c & 10c Store
for home correspondence. Postage lEL 415-W
ROCKLAND
ten cents.

1\STE T ILL
fora PENNY!

A

The headliners at the boxing ex
hibition in the Tillson avenue stadium Fryiay night will be Pancho Villa
Jr. of Waterville and Tony Sansom
of Portland. The complete lineup
will appear in Thursday's Issue.

A voter takes Oliver R Hamlin to
task for using the sound system In where he conducts “Woodman.'
behalf of his candidacy for the Lunch.”
sheriff nomination. His letter to
Hamlin voicing his disapproval, was
Clyde H. Smith of Skowhegan, for
accepted as well me?nt. but Oliver mer member of the Executive Council,
is wishing that the critic might have ] and now a candidate for the Republibacked up hls opinion by signing thc can Congressional nomination in the
Second District, has been spending (
letter.
_____
<1 the past two days in Knox County,
At a meeting of the Rockland Base where he has quite a large acquaint
ball Association last night, A. C. Mc ance by virtue of previous visits.
Loon was elected president for the He discussed hls own chances modest
coming year, and Donald L. Kelsey ly, but predicted victory for U. S. Sen
was re-elected secretary and treasurer. ator Wallace H. White, Jr., and
The board of directors comprises whichever candidate shall win the Re
Howe Olover. Basil H. Stinson, publican nomination for governor.
Thomas Chisholm, Albert Winslow,
Jake McCulla, the colored gentle
"Mike" Quinn. Sheldon (Chummy)
Oray and Robert McCarty. There will man from the Southland, found
be another meeting at the same place, northern punches a little too much
for him in last Friday night's boxing
next Monday night.
exhibition at the Rockland Athletic
Special meeting at thc Pentecostal Club, and so Pancho Villa was ad
Tabernacle, 37 Water street, Rock judged the winner. Other bouts re
land, will start tonight and last ove- sulted In this fashion: Popeye Manta,
Sunday. One of the speakers will be Owl's Head scored over Young Audet
the Lumberjack Evangelist, Harold of Winslow: Johnny Boardman oi
E Burrill. Saved ln hls own lumber Rockland and Pershing Hendrick ol
camp and healed by the power of Camden broke even in the millinery
God, he has since preached in many special: Battling Hatch, Augusta, had
States, and Canada, having traveled a little something on Butch Wooster
from coast to coast. All are w6l- of Owl's Head, and Battling Colson
eome.
saw all he wanted to of Frank Lar
rabee in the flrst round.
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller of the
Littlefield Memorial Cliurch will be
Direct service will go into effect
guest speaker of the P.ockland Lions
Thursday on the VinalhaSen & Rock
Club tomorrow, and will tell the fas
land Steamboat Co. lines, when a
cinating story of hls stay in Peru second boat is put into commission
as a missionary worker. It is The North Haven, Stonington and
rumored that there may also be some Swan's Island route will be served by
developments concerning the "myt-< the steamer North Haven which will
tery dinner." It being the last meet leave Tillson's wharf daily, Sunday
ing before Memorial Day the club excepted, at 2.15 p. m. standard time.
will have the local Civil War sur The twin screw steamer W. S. White
vivors as special guests
will handle the Vinalhaven route,

____________.1
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Burton Bickmore ls employed at
the A.&P. store at the Brook.

Profanity, of course, reprehensible!
but did you ever work on a farm when
black flies and mosquitoes were ripe?

Page J[hree
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A dash of lemon juice to help it kill thirst in a hurry . . . pure cane sugar . . .
U. S. certified food color ... and then it’s charged ... alive with sparkling bubbles
. . . tongue-tingling . . . and sealed in sanitary bottles! Result? Pure, drinkdelight ... so full of zip and pep you wonder how it stays in the bottle!

Three Reason# Why You Should
Drink Orange-Crush
1.

2. Delightfully CARBONATED to add zest and because a pure,
wholesome CARBONATED Beverage is good for you.

3. Orange-Crush is a delightful wholesome fruit juice beverage.
Clip the coupon now! It’s your invitation to try this grand, five-cent drink for
only a penny! See your dealer take it out of the ice box ... hand you the krinkly
hottie frost-cold! Then that first delicious swallow . . . that pleasing sensation
that only the right amount of carbonization can give . . . and you’ll know you’ve
found your “drink that really satisfies” . . . Orange-Crush!

Thia ia our 4c for your hottie of

Thr stores of thia city will re
main open Friday night. May 29.
and close all day Saturday. Me
morial Day. according to a vote
of thc Merchants' Committee of
the Chamber of Commerce.
Storrs not belonging to thr or
ganization have indicated their
intention of doing thr same as
thc majority.

Friday night Oolden Rod Chapter |
OE S. held its regular meeting, i
Supper housekeepers were Mrs. Grace
Rollins and Mrs. Annie Collamore.
At the close of the business session
Mrs. Belle Frost, assisted by an
nouncer George Gay presented a pro
gram consisting of vocal and tap
number. Dorothy and Pauline Hav
ener, accompanied by Mrs. Evelyn
Peaslee; vocal solos by Leon White
with Mrs. Amy Tripp at the piano;
reading by Misses Ruth Rhodes and
Marion Ludwick. and musical num
bers by the guitar-harmonica trio,
Sevon. Tabbutt and Sevon of Thom
aston. At the meeting or June 12
supper will be omitted to be followed
by a social hour and refreshments.

Knox County Townsend Clubs were
well represented at the 8tate con
vention in Augusta Sunday. Gov.
Brann welcomed the clubs with a
short address in which he said that
as long as he was Governor of Maine
no one In the employ of the State
would lose hls job through interest
in the Townsend movement. He said
the State was already sending out
checks to many citizens over 65 and
that more aged people would be
placed upon the “honor roll" as soon
as the necessary investigations could
be made. Ralph G. Weeks of
Orono was named delegate from
Maine to attend the National Towns
end Clubs second annual convention
July 15 to 19 at Cleveland, Ohio.
Judge Arthur A. Gr;ene of Conway,
N. H. said that taking care of the
poor would result in a measure in the
eliminating of crime and would more
than offset the expense incurred in
the maintenance of the Townsend
Plan. Rockland Townsend Club No.
1 will meet tonight at K. P. Hall at
8. This club now has over 400
members. Much important business
will come before ’he meeting.

You are missing something if you
do not see the new Wrought Iron
Candlesticks, Letter Files, Flower
Pots, Ivy Bowls, and Wall Brackets, at
the What-Not Gift Shop, 491 Main
street.—adv.

Sealed AIR TIGHT with a METAL cap that beeps the delicate
fruit flavor IN and keeps contamination OUT!

Orange-Crush always
comes

in

this

Krinkly

bottle. Accept no other.

Orange* Crush
You pay only a penny! Just fill in this coupon and hand it with lc to
your dealer for a full-sized, Knnkly bottle of delicious Orange-Crush
—the famous carbonated drink from fresh oranges!

Name

/Address

Dealer’s Name
Dealer: Please exchange this coupon, when
of a full-sized bottle of Orange-Crush. Wc
dise, if properly filled out and presented tu

Ice-cold Orange-Crush, bubbling
with zest, is sold wherever you
see this Crushy sign.

Address
signed and presented with lc, for thc contents
will redeem the coupon at 4c cash or merchan
us accompanied by an empty Krinkly bottle by

(Date)

(Bottler's Name and Address)

Regular Price

MACK’S ORANGE CRUSH BOTTLING WORKS
Baseball fans, attention! Rockland
High and Thomaston High will play
at Community Park at 3 45 this aft
ernoon. The home team has won
six straight games this season, and
have their best chance in years to
win the pennant. Tlte school games
have been sllmly attended this sea
son. due very largely to cold weather.
8how your appreciation of what the
boys are doing by attending this im
portant game this fine afternoon.
They deserve your patronage and the
cost is trifling. Sain Gray will prob
ably pitch for Rockland.

FOR
MEMORIAL
DAY
Bouquets made up for Memorial
Day, and Tulips al a reasonable
price; also have all kinds of Flow
er, Vegetable, Rork Garden Plants,
Pansies and For-get-me-Nots, Ge
raniums, etc.; Window Doxes, Trel
lises, Bird Houses, Bird Baths,
Vases, Painted Birds, Window Boxc,
filled with Plants for the cemetery.
Bone Meal, Vigoro, Sheep Dressing,
Tobacco Dust, etc.

E. A. DEAN
TEL. 671-J,

ROCKLAND, ME.
63-64

Mrs. Fay H Strong has recently) The Rockland High School golf
There will be a dance tomorrow >>+4-4-*4-«->-i-+-54-*4*4-4><-<44<94*4>*
removed to her Lincolnville home. ] team played Hebron Varsity at He night at Owl's Head town hall.
bron yesterday, and today entertains
Her telephone number is 5-3.
Ice cold Coca-Cola, and free with
Brunswick High at fjie Rockland
BUY
every small or large purchase at that,
Rev. Dr John Smith Lowe will de Country Club.
will be the order of the day at the
liver thc Memorial Day address on
Representatives of the J. J. New H. H Crle & Co store Friday
the Grand Army premises Saturday
PASSENGER—TRUCK
berry Co. recently appeared before
Orange-Crush the delicious health
afternoon.
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
the county commissioners asking for giving beverage sold by Roy Mack
USED CARS
a reduction ln the tax imposed upon i of Waldoboro, may be obtained this
BOUGHT AND SOLD
Donald Weeks of Boston ls spend
thc stock and fixtures by the City of week only at a very speelal rate. Seo
ing his vacation at his Rockland
Rockland Complaint was made that thc advertisement and clip coupon,
home, being at present on a fishing
the valuation was not in accordance page 3, this newspaper. OrangeRANKIN ST..
ROCKLAND
trip with his daddy.
.vrrtf
with thc rating made tor other Rock Crash recipes are available for de
land store engaged nn thc same licious salads, gelatines, etc —adv.
++4-4'+++4<•+■«■++•!■
•>+4-++4-:+++*
Adah Mae Hagler addresses the business. Tlie claim was denied.
Knox County W.C.T.U. convention |
In Camden Thursday night. High ]
BORN
OLSON—At Thomaston, May 20. to Mr
tribute is paid to her ability by the •
and Mr- Fred Olson ol Cushing. a
press. WC.T.U. leaders and the ]
daughter.
<
SMALLEY At Rockland. May 23. to Mr
clergy.
I and Mr. Arthur Smalley, a daughter,
i Maude Marie.

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD HUES
MILLER’S GARAGE

The patriotic bodies attended me
morial services at the Congrega
tional Church Sunday forenoon and
the members are speaking in highest
terms of the able sermon preached
by the pastor. Rev, Corwin H.
Olds. Mr. Olds chose as his subject
"Ideals Worth Dying For." A liberal
abstract of the address will be found
in Thursday's Issue.
Charles Philbrick and Chester ]
Bailey of Islesboro were in the city
Sunday and looked over the new
fe-ryboat Gov. Brann w hlch ls re
ceiving finishing touches at Snow's
yard. Charlie was holding the reins
over a new Pontiac. On their re- j
turn to Islesboro tht visitors were
accompanied by David Smith, who
was returning home from Boston,

)

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

GENTHNER At Bremen. May 17. to Mr
and Mrs Fred Oenthner. a aon.
Oerald John

AND

FUNERAL PARLORS

DIED
1 LELAND At Camden. May 22. Florence
Lillian Leland, aged 22 years. 1 month.
6 days.
HOCKINO—At St Oeorge. May 25.
Lilia W widow of Thomas H Hock
ing. aged 75 years. 6 month*. 27 day"
Funeral
Thursday at 2 o'clock daylight
To be rrady to serve at a mo
from residence
ment’s notice; to be ready to serve NEVERS- At 8omervllle, Mass.. May 25.
Aldana Murphy Wall, wife of Frank
loyally and well at all times; such
L Nevers, aged SO .years Funeral
is a part of thc task of a depend
Thursday at 4 o'clock daylight from
Tenant's
Harbor Baptist Church.
able funeral director. Such has
3TIMPSON—At Togus. May 25. John
been a duty faithfully performed
Parker Stlmpson, formerly of Wakefleld. Mass . aged 44 years. 5 months.
by the Ilussell Funeral Home.
14 days Funeral Wednesday at 16:30
daylight In Togus.

Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

DEPENDABILITY

CARP OF THANKS

Russell Funeral Home
TEL 662

9 CLAREMONT ST„ ROCKLAND

I wish to take this method of thanking
those kind friends who expressed their
sympathy for me In the time of my
recent bereavement, and all who were
so solicitous for my comfort whUe I
was at thc same time a patient In Knox
Hospital.
Thomaston

J. Russell Davis
*

,
j
!
I
I

Day or Night Telephone

450
Representative* In all large cities
ln the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

Day or Night Telephone
450
S61 MAIN 8T- ROCKLAND,

VINALHAVEN

LITTLE ONES
like "nicewarm" water and
Mother likes lower fuel bills.
Heat water with D&H AN
THRACITE and you get both.
Ask for figures.

./

-- '
i m

-

k

' -J1

Marguerite Chapter O.EB., meets
Monday at which time (Past
Ma oi.s and Past Patrons Nignt
will be observed. The ceremonies
-.•ill rc followed by a covered dish
supper. Everyone not solicited ts
asked to take sweets. The past
matrons and past patrons are re
quested not to furnish, for the
supper.
Mrs Ethelyn Trefrey has returned
frccn Nova Scotia.
Mrs J. H. Crfrver entertained the
Needlecraft ClubMUWrrt'sday night
at her home. Two birthday anniver
. ■■ I
saries were featured.
»» * - '«
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. White have as
™
v
guests. Mrs. Jennie Bennett, son
** ”
Sherman Bennett, Mrs. Evelyn
Weidler and daughter Harriet of
Florida.
Memorial Sunday was observed at
Union Church with sendees attended
by this town's one remaining veteran
of the Civil War. W. S. Vinal. also
the Sons of Veterans. Spanish War
Veterans; American Legion and affliated bodies of the organizations.
Lafayette-Carver corps; Ladles of
the GAB; and American Region
Auxiliary; Girl Scouts and Boy
TEL. 487 Scouts. The procession formed at
the Memorial hall and. accompanied
by the Vinalhaven Band. J H. Kit
tredge leader, marched to the church
I give him boiled which was artistically decorated with
it from a different Old Glory and banners of the several
organizations
Intermingled
with

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

•'Yes. I like to give my husband va age it?" "Well,
riety in his meals, especially at din ham. but I buy
ner time " Really, how do you man shop every day."

VOUR NATION-WIDE STORE Will HELP YOU

FOR THAT

PICNIC
LUNCH

rSsv'/tfEl

-

MAY 85 - !9

''{J;

YOU MIGHT AS WELL HAVE
THE BEST

SPECIALLOW PRICE FOR

THIS WEEK

25.

LB

LIBBY'S

DEVILED MEAT 2<%s'9c 2<N°«17c
DERBY'S—ASSORTED

3 «« 25c

.

SANDWICH SPREAD

KOOL-AID
NATION-WIDE—NORWEGIAN

FOR A COOL SOFT DRINK

SARDINES

6 FLAVORS

PUREAOUVE

2

oil

CANS

1 5c

EACH PKG MAKES 10 GLASSES

PKGS

I

9c

AKO BRAND

6*
oz 23c
CAN

CRAB MEAT
GRANDEE—EXTRA FANCY
NO 3%
JAR

STUFFED OLIVES
CLICQUOT CLUB

GINGER ALE
FULL
QUART

2

FULL
PINTS

BUFFALO BRAND

5

OZ
JAR

PEANUT BUTTER

19,

SUNSHINE

.

PIMENTOS

.

4.OZ
TIN

■

or

’OZ.|0c

GLASS

Sunshine

for m akin if
w...

51 Vanrtlos

rno cookinq-mix.-freeje

coolies and crvwn filled cootis

j

Baker's
Bexert

K RIS PY

BREAKFAST COCOA

HERSHEY’S

INOIVIDUaiLT

4 deviled haM^T5
HAS JUST THE KIND OF TANG
TO IT THAT EVERYBODY
LIKES--THE APPETIZING
FLAVOR OF CHOICE, MILDCURED HAM BLENDED WITH

wsaffib

BAKING CHOCOLATE

ft

ORIGINAL

utiorn
bettf*

iy

CRACKERS

VUNDERWOODi'

Pltctc

2c\L"s17c
2 PKGS 17c

CUT-RITE

V/AX PAPER

.

.

.

HOLSUM—RASPBERRY anc STRAWBERRY

PURE PRESERVES

.

.

AC _

PICKLES

.

NATION-WIDE—EMBOSSED

2
2

MEDIUM
CANS

SMALL
CANS

PAPER NAPKINS

19c

PRINTED STATIONERY

.

.

A DISCRETELY GAY WRITING CREATION WITH THE
SMART LITTLE POLKA DOT BORDER ON SHEETS AND

NATION-WIDE-SALAD

MUSTARD

a

a

a

ENVELOPES.

■

Double or Note Sheets with the gay polka border in Green,
Blue, Violet or Brown.

NO OIL—LIKE HOME MADE

SALAD DRESSING

Economy Special
1 can NATION-WIDE

BAKED BEANS
1 14-oi

bot

SNIPER'S CATSUP
BOTH FOR

25.

.

50 SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

OVEN FRESH— G ENUINE FIG FILLING

FIG BARS

a

a

a

-

a

a

a

a

a

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

POST’S BRAN FLAKES

$1.00

Postage 10c Extra

nation-wide

BREAD

Wider Taxing jcouRiER-GAZETTE cross-word puzzle|
Powers Urged
13

11

Ib

14

19

17

TT

ib

15

34”
41

39

43

45

151

50

HORIZONTAL
1-Smalleat
5-An item in one's
property
10- Melody
11- Land measure
12- Tunes expressing
mourning
15-lslands off the
western coast of
Greece
17- Part of the body
18- Unites
20- Suffix used to
express fullness
21- Above
23- Farm animal
24- lndefinite article
25- Bird homes
27- Pronoun
28- The (Fr.)
29- Edge
30- Consumed
Si-Mature
34- Exiata
35- Length measure
36- Act

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
38-lncite
40-Metrie measure
42-Tavern
44-Provided with
backward project
ing spikes
46-Flavor ,
48- To the sheltered
tide
49- Network (Lat.)
50- Graded
51- Meaner

VERTICAL
I 1-Longhandled
spoon "
2- One of the Great
Lakes „
3- Gun impelling
missile by com
pressed air
| 4-Dip

6-River In Poland
I 7-Vigorous twigs

VERTICAL (Cont.)

8- Epochs
9- Dogma
13- Type measure
14- Resting placet
15- Pronoun
16- Bone (Lat.)
19-A letter
22-Skina
24-Directed
26- Look
27- Bone of the bod)
29- Traveraes In a
vehicle
30- A heron
31- Decay
32- Racket
33- Hinder
35-Crimson
37-Pertainmg to ths
inside
39- Festive
40- Pronoun
41- Musical note
43-Remark
45-An insect
47-A constellation

(Solution to previous puzzle'

EAST APPLETON
Townspeople are busily engaged la
planting and road work. Peas are up
and ln healthy condition. Although,
the weather has been unusually cold,,
frosts have been held off by the winds.;
Plans are in the making for Me
morial Day observance.
Dana Gurney is recovering from a
surgical operation.
Mrs. Loring Bennett was a recent
caller ln this vicinity.
• • • •
Loral Boy Weds In June

Mr. and Mrs John A. Lindell of' the home of the bride's parents —
Springfield announce the coming mar- Springfield Evening Union.
riage of their daughter. Ada Edwards,
to Richard Joseph Ames of Ludlow..’ May and June brides will appreciate
son of Mrs. Mary G. Ama, of Apple- getting stationery for acknowledg
ton.
ments and thank you notes. Rytex
The marriage will take place June Band Box is particularly designed for
20 at 4 o'clock ln the Bethesda Lu-’ just such uses, especially the douole
theran Church ln Springfield. Fol note size sheet. On sale during May
lowing the ceremony a reception for' only at The Courier-Gazette office,
the immediate families will be held tn ' for $1 a box. Postage 10c.

I UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Spotlight”
Ruth CiudUrton,
stu of Cohuuhiah,
"Lcuhf of Swtts'
it olu cuts taw duu)
cunat^ix cwj is ths.
mdjf astt^ss to hajot.
filoitei hit ou/n plant
aetots thi omriinint.

Hood Atwiit britds cattU on his /S0~
acn doryLand farm and has bunawa/dtd four uiui rudnms at stati fairs.

Motion Matih u an taaistrimni
of nati and tidit htr oun ttwunt
n CalilorTua.^Jiorte. shours.

<tn canOac
candadicL
‘ At thi aai of It,Otto nnuqto
thi masstd sombhanu orcJustras of
Toiidtr, CitrdancL, and. Chicana' n. thi.
William Till Overture.

RYTEX POLKA

25

.

Spring flowers and potted plants.
NORTH HAVEN
The pastor Rev. N. F. Atwood, gave
-------an impressive Memorial Day sermon. , Mrs. J. O. Brown and daughter
The verted choir sang special selec- Miss Voni arrived last Tuesday for
tions with
Evelyn Hall at the | the summer.
organ.
j Mrs Francis Frye was here recentVlnalhaven High defeated Tho- iy to assist Mrs. Raymond Stone,
maston High Saturday at Thomaston
Mr. Craig of Bidd 'ford and Mr.
9 to 8
McAllister who accompanied the reRoosevelt Campaign WeekMlss Edith Hickerson who is teach- j mains of Mr. Durgin to the island.
ly Reveals President’s
ing at North Haven was ln town returned recently to Rockland on 1
AttitudeSunday. '
special plane trip. This was the last
Phyllis Black and Gertrude Vinal trip the ill-fated plane made
President Roosevelt's Ideas and ;
visited Saturday ln Rockland.
Spring is backward and cold. Song
purposes ln connection with the Con
Agnes Mathieson
and Rose birds are numerous this year and
stitution, the Supreme Court and
Mathie son went Saturday to Boston some varieties are new to the island. the Congress are again brought to ,
Mrs Fred K. Coombs and Mrs, L. A flock of 500 birds spent Friday
the front by the appearance of the '
R Smith returned Friday from among the cherry blossoms in Mrs.
flrst Issue of the New Deal’s weekly
magazine the Roosevelt Record. The
Rockland.
Noyes' yard.
new publication does not reveal the j
The ladies of all patriotic orders
Hie remains of Wilbur H Durgin
names of Its publishers and editors
are asked to meet at the OAH of Biddeford were brought here last
and Incorporators, but it Is regarded
rooms Thuraday and Friday at 1:30. I Tuesday for burial in the Brown In Washington aa having the seal of
to make wreaths lor Memorial Day 1 cemetery. Mr. Durgin died in Febru the President's full approval. As j
Leola Smith, worthy matron. ary. He was 68 and had lived prac eueh, it will express Administration
views for the duration of the na
Lucille Carver, associate matron, and tically all hls life in Biddeford . DeEleanor Oregory secretary of Marg 1 ceased was a member of the United tional campaign.
The leading article In the Roose
uerite Chapter OEB. went to Lewis Baptist Church of Biddeford, and of
velt Record la written by Charles
ton yesterday to attend Orand Dunlop Lodge FA.M. He is survived A. Beard, the historian whose Ideas
Lodge.
1 by hts wife, the former Blanche of the Constitution and of the pow- ;
Brown, native of this place who ac- era of Congress have heen regarded
so broad as to come tinder the "rad
companied the remains to the island
ical” classification. When President
Prayer was offered at the grave by I Roosevelt last year announced hls
THE HOME GARDEN
Rev. Henry F Huse.
appolnte s to a commission to aid
Timely Information For Home | The community sympathizes with
In making plans for the sesquleenGardeneri Prepared By Mem
Mr and Mrs Raymond Stone ln the tennla, celebration of the Constitu
ber! Of the Faculty Of the Uni
death May 18 of their daughter Mary, tion's birth, Professor Beard was
versity Of Maine
11 months. Funeral services were named ns chairman. Later the pro
fessor was eliminated. Considerable
The carrot rust fly is a common held at the home Wednesday
comment had been caused by hls
selection on a commission which was
pest of carrots and parsnips ln conducted by Rev. Henry F. Huse
Burial was in the Brown cemetery.
to undertake to educate the public
Maine, states Dr. John H. Hawkins
on constitutional matters.
Plans for Memorial Day observance
of the Maine Agricultural Experi will be the same as in other years
“General Welfare” Clause.
The Beard article In the flrat issue
ment Station. Tbe maggots leave , At 10 o'clock the school children will
of the Roosevelt Record discusses
the carrots in the fall and spend the assemble at the Library to march to'
the question of how wide are the
winter as pupae ln the soil. Flies the ferry landing and scatter flowers
powers of Congress under the "gen
eral welfare” clause.
emerge from these pupae durmg the upon the water in memory of sailors
who have died ln the service of the
It Is Professor Beard’s conclusion
latter part of May and early June
In the Roosevelt campaign publica
country. The band will head the
tion that It is left to Congress to de
These lay eggs which hatch Into the procession. Teachers are asked to
cide whether its acts concern the
first generation maggots.
accompany their
pupils. At 9
A second generation of files o’clock the usual exercises will be' "general welfare” and If It decides
that an Immediate question nf tax
emerges from the last of July to held at the church with selections by
ing or spending legislation does In
about August 10. tbe dates apparent the band, prayer, reading of the Get- I volve the general (as distinguished
ly varying with weather conditions t.vsburg Address, roll cell, address by I frpm local) welfare, the Congress
Cheesecloth cages placed over car Rev. H. F Huse. "Patriotism." The
may pass the law.
Beard’s position has been opposed
rots infested by the first generation Orange. Pythians and Sisterhood arc 1
hy Jurists, statesmen and hy some
provide a means of checking up on invited to attend. It is hoped war
of the more respected members of
the emergence of the flies of the veterans may also be present.
the little group who approved the
second generation and aid in establi
Constitution In its final form.
The remains of Ar.nie widow of
shing the time of applying second Lavon Thomas was brought here Fri
Assails All Opponents.
brood controls.
day for burial in the Seaview ceme
But, ln the closing paragraph of
According to experiments In New tery. Mrs Thomas. S3 died ln Rock
hls article Professor Beard says:
York and tests in Maine, crude land in February. She was the
"The narrow view of the Consti
tution Is a perversion of their In
naphthalene has given good results daughter of Leo and Clara (Cooper'
tentions, a falsification of history
in control of the carrot rust fly. Six Gillis, and is survived by two daugh
for partisan ends—a screen for cov
applications are needed where the ters. Mrs Ethel Sezak and Mrs
ering attacks on measures of gov
Infestation ls severe. The naphtha Clara Kelsey; a son. Boyce Thomas;
ernment, actually opposed on
lene should be distributed broadcast sisters. Mrs Margaret Smith. Mrs
grounds of expediency or personal
evenly over the growing carrots at Harry True and a ’win sister Mrs
antipathy."
the rate of about 400 pounds per Mary Brown; a brother. John Gillis
Washington observers see ln this
acre for each application
revival
of the old argument favor
| Prayer was offered at the grave by
ing a letting down of the legislative
Where carrots can be planted June
Henrv mon"Huse '•n.e' bear'bars only another move ln the cam
10 or later, infestation by the first ers were
Brown Kenneth OiUts
paign to deprive the Supreme Court
generation maggots jvtn be largely Rona,<| OjUls and Jphr
of the power to Invalidate Acts of
avoided. Where early carrots qre
Congress. As yet, the President has
Brown and Mrs. Kelsey accompanied
desired three additional early treat
made no definite statement In be
the remains to the island
ments of naphthalene will be neces- 1
half of these “reforms." Political
experts say he will not venture to
sary to protect them from maggots.
Father—When I •vas your
do so ln election year. But the atti
These treatments should start soon
Tom. my parents never had
tude of hls associates and of hia
after the carrots are up and continue
trouble with me
publicity agencies, tt Is pointed out.
at weekly Intervals.
Modern Son—Well. I can t say I've I leaves little doubt of the presiden
The second series of treatments
tial viewpoint
had any real trouble with you. either
should start when the second genera
dad.—Philadelphia Bulletin.
tion files appear about August 10 and
Latest Box Scores in
be given at weekly Intervals for six VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB'T CO
Service to Vlnalhaven. North Haven,
treatments Crude naphthalene is
the Taxpayers’ League
Stonington. Lie an Haut. Swan's
preferable whenever lt can be ob
Island and Frenchboro
If the taxpayer were to look no
Effective Oct. 1. 1915
tained. The naphthalene should be
further than the flrst Item of the
Winter Service 1935-1914
latest Treasury report, he might
Dolly Except Sunday
broadcast by hand as evenly as pos
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
feel almost cheerful about the way
sible over the growing plants.
Eastern Standard Time
things are going. He would find
Read
that the Government recelpta for
8wan'a Inland.
Ar #00
i “Did you know that thousands of
the flrat nine months of the present
Stonington.
Ar 4 40
germs can live on the point of a
North Haven.
Ar 330
fiscal year were $3,330.624.85(i4<1.
Vlnalhaven.
Ar. 3 43
needle?"
That la an Increase of $240,007,800.Rockland
Lv. 1 30
w-tr
27 over receipts duriag the same pe
"What a strange diet"
riod of last year. These receipts
were largely from Income and cus
toms taxes.
Expenditures, however, continued
to show an increase, and this Item
in the Government report leads the
usual troop of evil results; Increas
ing deficits, additions to the huge
public debt and a budget that la
still far off balance. Expenditures
for the nine-month period were $."..
907,097,515.76 which was an Increase
of $108,919,399.21.
The Administration's deficit for
the nine months was $2,637,665.36,
Secretary Morgenthau Informed a
Senate Committee recently that by
the end of the present fiscal year
the 1936 deficit would be almost
6,000 millions of dollars.
The public debt on April 30. 1936,
was $31,425,440,395.88. That Is an
Increase over the same date of last
year of $2,757,334,004.90.
The taxpayer Is going deeper and
deeper Into the red. Spending more
than we take In has been piling up
the same sort of score for the Inst
three years. Spending has made a
clean sweep ln all games against
Income.

Special for May and June

S#Etl MIXED—NICE AND CRISP

SPICES
LARGE

NO6
JAR 19c

10c

15c

(PLUS DEPOSIT)

A"

Every-Other-Day
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LGE LOAF

8c

GOOD TO EAT
GOOD FORtYOU

• Printing on Sheets and Envelopes in Blue, Green,
Brown or Violet ink.

ibiaFsttursSe-vliw.
No Tinkering

Those who would tinker with the
Constitution or the Federal Courts
either Intentionally Ignore, or have
not grasped, the fact that common
sense and a few fundamental con
cepts are permanent possessions of
the public. The people have never
allowed themsplves to be very far
removed from those possessions. The
tlnkerers might as well try to
change the stripes of the flag to
pink and blue and throw out the
stars.

• Polka borders—bright as a flower garden—in Blue,
Green, Violet or Brown.

Jingle ’2S-JW-JI9

to Your hotel in BOSTON

frukk’UMn-AU
Ml «OOM| WITH |AT«

Mt«l

5OORooaa$
Of! Ttt •• •

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUBSHOWER

O Special! Be sure to buy several boxes at this low
price for future use and for delightful gifts.

WE BUY

NATION -WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/*
HATE Si

THE COURIER GAZETTE

OLD

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND

« NORTH STATION
*« STEF-/r»my»»e TRAIN-h)i.' ROOM
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Every-OtEer-Day
WARREN

WALDOBORO

WEDNESDAY ONLY AT STRAND

ROCKPORT

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro

!H

SAUDI

Clarence Fish, LeRoy Moon,
Edwin Nash is ill at his home at
Millard F. Turner of Charlvoix.
j Maurice Miller, Aubrey Wentworth
Oyster River.
Mich., and Southern Pines, N. C. was
I and Arthur Turner motored to PortMisses Arlene Davis, Thelma Han
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
in town on his way to his summer
; land Friday to attend the annual
nan. and Katherine Starrett spent a
home in Bremen.
j New England Music Festival.
TUESDAY, MAY 26
day recently in Portland.
The Firemen's Ball given in the
William Price was able to be out I
Miss Lillian Russell was home over
“I Dream Too Much”
High School auditorium Friday was
or.
crutches Saturday for the first
the weekend, from Cambridge, Mass.
LILY PONS, HENRY FONDA
1 largely attended. Music was fur
time since receiving severe Injuries '
Miss Pons will sing popular songs.
The Flora Kalloch place has been
nished by Lloyd Rafr.ell and hls
to his ankle in a recent fall near his
recently bought by Harold Drewett
Georgians, an 11-piece orchestra.
THURSDAY, MAY 28
home.
wiho will move soon from Rockland.
The proceeds will be used for fire
Miss Marion Cavanaugh, student
“Follow the Fleet”
Quick work on the part of the in
prevention.
nurse at Knox Hospital, is passing a
FRED
ASTAIRE,
mates of the Vingil Payson home,
Henry P. Mason was a winner in
and GINGER ROGERS three weeks' vacation with her par
l.C'ghbors and the Fire Department
the Zane Advertising contest recent
201
ents. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles
MATINEE
3.00 P. M.
javed the Payson house on Vaughar.s
ly conducted ln Portland.
Cavanaugh. Miss Cavanaugh is re
Neck when it caught fire Saturday
SATURDAY, MAY 30
paniment on a piano aocordion. Mr. recitation, ,by the children will be
Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney and Miss
cuperating from a tonsil operation.
evening.
Thc fire presumably
Currier also closed his sermon with given. Mrs. Cacllda Cain will act as
; Marcia Blaney have returned from
The
Omar
Club
meets
Friday
eve

“Charlie Chan’s Secret”
caught in straw used for banking
a vocal solo "The Whispered Name officer of the day. Anyone willing
Massachusetts.
ning,
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Blanche
WARNER OLAND
purposes, and ran up the outside of
of Jesus," ln which he was accom to contribute the use of a car to earEllsworth.
been
Elbridge
Parker,
who
has
and ROSINA LAWRENCE
the building to the ridgepole. Mrs.
panied by Burleigh M. Sylvester at ry corps members is asked to notify
Mrs.
Evelyn
Young
and
daughter
staying at the Little Nursing Home
MATINEE 2.30 P. M.
Merrill Payson noticed the flames
Carlene of Vinalhaven have been the piano; and the audience Joining Arthur K Walker.
ls
in
the
State
Street
Hospital.
Port

past the window, and her timely dis
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Estes of Edd
guests a few days of Mrs. Jennie in the chorus. The Scripture lesson
land for treatment.
covery was an Important factor ln
Saturday night in three prizes
was read by Rev. Zebedee Andrews ington were recent callers on Mrs.
Robbins
on
Mechanic
street.
Mrs Ralph Morse was in Portland
the saving of the buildings. Each
This week the 3d prize is $10
Mrs. Susie Davis is able to be out of the Methodist Church and prayer S. Josephine Bohndell.
recently.
62-63
member of the family sprang to work
The Baptist Ladles' Circle will liold
again after having been confined to was oflered by Mr. Sylvester. The
with pails of water and checked it
Mr and Mrs. L. T Weston passed
an all day session Wednesday at the
her home for several weeks on ac service was largely attended.
sufficiently to avoid the spreading of
the weekend in Bangor.
count of illness.
The pupils of the Hoboken School, vestry.
flames to the main house. Neighbors
Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney and Robert,
Miss Beulah Barbour has employ
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Erwin
Sprague
of
Hortense Bohndell teacher, will
who raced to aid in the fire fighting I
Cooney, who have returned from a
Belfast spent the weekend with her present an operetta "Under the ment with the Felix Salmonds for
were William Yates, Sheridan Calla
trip around the world are at the'
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leander Welt. Sugar Plum Tree ' next Friday at the thc summer.
han, Ernest L. Starrett, John Fuller- !
She thought she was too ritzy for romance until she met this Irresistible Sampson homestead.
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Tiie Felix Salmonds of New York school room. All parents and inter
ton, and Benjamin Perry.
lover! "It Had To Happen" brings George Raft and Rosalind Russell to the
Mrs Maude Clark Gay attended
arrived Saturday to spend the sum ested friends are invited. Candy will Mrs. H O Heistad were Mr and Mrs.
Miss Julia Norman of Peoria, screen as the sensational new starring team of a daring love drama.—adv.
Richard Tonseth and daughters.
the recent annual conference of the
mer at thc 'Stone House", Mechanic i be on sale.
Illinois, ls visiting her sister Gladys
Selma and Dorothy, of Reading.
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs
street.
The program for Memorial Day as Mass. Mr and Mrs. Tt. L. Jones and
Rogers at "Ye Oaks."
Douglas Davis, who lias been ill
tn Portland
i
planned
by the Fred A. Norwood Kenneth H Morgan, of Rockland.
Wilder Moore has bought tbe Fred
' for several weeks at the home of hls
Oeorge H. Post of Winslow's Mills
W.RC.
will
start with the line of Other visitors during the day were
Spear property to which he is mov
j grand father John Davis, ls showing
and Miss Blanche Orcs'-,, daughter of
march leaving the Grand Army hall Miss Winifred Goddard of Auburn.
ing He also ls erecting a two car
I
steady
Improvement
and
ls
at
presMrs. Melissa Davis, were married
} at 1:45 to be led by thc band under Raymond and Donald King of Lisbon
garage on the premises. Fred Spear
' ent with his father. Robert Davis
I May 16 by Rev. Horace M. Taylor,
| thc direction of Clarence Fish, and Fails. Mrs L. A. Walker. Miss Vir
is located on the depot road in the
I in Camden.
pastor of the Baptist Church.
I proceeding to the Iron bridge where ginia Walker. Miss Mina E. Tower.
Jackson place owned by Ira E. Perry.
Evangelistic services at the Eaptist
Memorial Day services were held
I Church will continue through this exercises in honor cf the sailor dead Thomas Sweeney; Mr and Mrs Carl
Miss Eilna F. Boggs, librarian,
1 Sunday morning by the pastors of
will be conducted by the school Swanholm and children Roy. Elaine
awarded the prizes Friday, in the
week under the leadership of
the Baptist and Methodist Churches
I children. Thc line will then march and Signe. of Thomaston; Mr and
essay contest on. "Early History of
3urleigh M. Sylvester and Stanton
at the Baptist Church. Mr. Taylor
to Amesbury Hill cemetery where Mrs. Thomas Anderson and children
Warren.” to the winners in the fr?sh' Gavitt. Sermon subject; Tuesday
took as the subject of hls sermon, “A
ac'drcsses by Rev. G. F. Currier. Rev. Gordon. Irene, and Ronald. Mrs.
man and sophomore classes. First
night,
"Why
I
Believe
ln
the
Second
Slightly more than 16,000 of the
Memorial to the Ages," The senior
Z. Andrens and Earle .Achorn and Horace Upham and daughter Joan.
prize went to Miss Sisko Lehto. $2;
' Coming"; Thursday night, "The j
and Junior choirs were heard in spe total of more than 36,000 persons
second prize. $2. Miss Winona Robin
killed in automobile accidents last Sign of Noah"; Friday night, “The |
cial musical numbers.
year were pedestrians. That this toll j Refuge of Lives." The campaign will
son; third prize. Miss Phyllis Perry.
Twenty Lions recently enjoyed an of life lost is too large, all will agree. close Sunday night.
The contest was sponsored by the
excellent supper and program at the The chart above shows what pedes
Mathews Memorial Library Associa
Rcbert J. Hyde student at Bowdoln J
Lobster Pot. Friendship. This week trians were doing last year when : College spent the weekend with his
tion. The judges were Rev. Howard
they entertain the ranking High ’ they met death. It shows that 28 per grandparents Mr. and Mrs. W. A j
A. Welch, Mrs Ella Cunningham
cent of those killed were crossing
School
pupils and faculty and the the street in the middle of the block;
and Miss Boggs.
Paul
Lionesses at the Methodist vestry , 22 per cent were crossing at the
«...
Burleigh M Sylvester, Stanton
with supper furnished by the Home Intersection; 19 per cent were walk Oavitt. and Mr and Mrs. Ray Eaton
"Plafti SWcr”
makers Oov. Louis J. Brann will be ing along the rural road; 10 per cent were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
The .presentation of the senior
v.-ere children playing In the street;
guest speaker
Use socony burning oil in your range. It
7 per cent darted out into streets and Mrs. William Whitney.
class play Friday night at the Town
Misses Virginia Noyes and Barbara |
r
makes cooking easier because it burns evenfrom behind parked cars; 14 per
hall was received with enthusiasm
J /
ly-without smoke or smudge. And it's pure
by the capacity audience and deemed [
John Lee Democratic Congressman - cent were indulging in miscellane Noyes were weekend visitors at the j
ous practices.
>
.V
—gives more heat. For prompt delivery ...
home
of
relatives
in
Corea.
I
from
Oklahoma,
recently
told
a
story
one of the best plays given by the
The important thing that this
LY
aJW
The
Fred
A.
Norwood
WRC.
and
I
J in Congress
seniors. Net proceeds ex~eeded $50
chart brings out ls that many pedes
A congressional candidate, he says trians fail to take the simplest pre allied bodies attended divine wor- J
to be used for graduation expenses.
was haranguing a cn, sroads audi-' cautions. According to statistics of ship Sunday morning at the Baptist I
The three-act comedy drama en
the Travelers Insurance Company, Church. Both churches united ln 1
1 ence
titled “Plain Sister" was excellently
more than 1,000 pedestrians were the service, with Rev. O. F. Currier
"Why."
raid
the
candidate,
"there
'
cast, each member with the excep
Bette Davis, 1935’s greatest film aelress. Is learned with George Brent, the isn't a man here who can name a1 killed and 35,000 were Injured by d-livering an appropriate sermon.
tion of one, having had previous ex
crossing against signals; 4,500 were
perience in amateur theatricals. To crcen's great romantic leading man, in "The Golden Arrow,"' Michael Arlen's combination of letters that doesn't' killed and 73.000 were Injured by Special music was furnished by the
choir, with Mrs. Clara Lane at the
stand for some form of relief under rrosslne ln the middle of lhe block;
MLss Eleanor Ooodwin. assistant at story of love ln high society.—adv.
1,140 w ere killed and 33,000 were' organ. A vocal solo "I Shall Know
the New Deal.'
the High School, who did much of
Injured by darting out Into streets Him" was beautifully sung by Stan
A grizzled vid farmer interrupted.
the coaching goes a word of praise
ton Gavitt. playing hls own accom"I can name one," sa’d he. “G OP " from behind parked cars.
for her splendid work and to Miss j
Katheryn Peabody, senior, commen
dation for the fine way she handled
the 'props' and the business end of ]
BY YIKGIMA FRANCIS
the affair.
IXrrrlor Nofpofni CfecIrU fee&ery /ntfhato
The story dealt with the ordinary
American family in straitened
Remember when you learned to old to learn" look. However, no
circumstances because of the depres- [ drive a car—how you watched and one is too old, or too busy to learn
silently rehearsed the operations of to cook eleetrically. When you pur
sion. of one daughter who was help
starting, of shifting, and of stopping chase a new electric range, you
ing her family, of a butterfly, sel
as explained by your patient male don’t have to learn to cook all over
fish daughter who took all and gave
instructor?
again (goadness knows how the
At first, perhaps, you rather won- family suffered the first time). Aside
nothing, and of the son who was in |
school and spoke many truths to | dered at the number of things you 1 from learning how to operate a few
thought you had to remember; but j simple switches, all you have to
straighten things out at certain ! when you visioned yourself gliding, learn about cooking on this new
times.
In addition there were '
friends of the family, who appeared. I
from time to time.
Miss Pearl Thotroson was the
ingenue lead as the plain sister, with
Harlan Spear opposite her as her.
young employer. Both did fine work.
Miss Katherine Starrett was cast in.
the character part of the courageous
mother, and mingled pathos, and
comedy unusually well in her acting. '
with Albert Hill opposite- her as thc
discouraged
overworked
father,
which hc played effectively. Avard
Robinson was unsurpassed in the
role of Junior, a 16 year old, bringing
down the house many times. Miss
Helen Thompson was hls girl friend,
and always popped ln to borrow at
unexpected moments. Jasper Spear
was the young friend of the family,
and look the part of the somewhat
shy character, portraying this roll
admirably. Miss Velma MelJin as
Tbe 1936 De Luxe Liht 4 Doot Sedan —$615*
the selfish sister made a first rate
foil for the plain sister.
Thr thrill of learning to conk on a neu- electric range ii equalled only by the
Music before the play, between acts
thrill that comes uith learning lo uie any neu- thing that is presented to you.
and for thc dance following, was
smoothly down the boulevard in servant it to expect perfect results
furnished by the Pine Tree Hill
your handsome, new, ahiny car, wav every single time. You may need to
Billies of Rockland.
ing and nodding nonchalantly to get accustomed to having so much
your pedestrian friends, you were "spare" time but you'll surely enjoy
fervently determined to master that producing real cooking miracles.
SOUTFLWARREN
For example, how would you like
“low, aecond, high" technique 1 Then,
when you did “take It out alone,” to prepare a complete oven meal for
Mrs. Jennie Bucklin of Winslow's
and found that the car reacted easily baking (using, of course, your own
hydraulic brakes will be another revelation. So
AFTER ALL, the smoothest eight is the
Mills has been ‘pe’x ng a few days
to your well-memorized maneuvers, truaty recipes and cooking “aecreta”),
will the comfort of the spacious “Turret-Top”
eight
you
want
to
buy.
So
make
no
place
this
meal
in
the
oven,
go
away
you gained the confidence of a
at the home -if her sister Mrs. George
Barney Oldfield. And you’ve been for the afternoon, come home and
Fisher Bodies. And when you count the cost
decision until you drive the Pontiac. For this
Li rmond.
find it deliciously cooked and ready
driving ever since!
T. Irving Sawyer called Thursday
to
serve?
That
is
cooking
by
“
proxy
is the eight with built-in smoothness. In fact,
of owning the smoothest eight, you get another
Isn't that the case when learning
to use all new things? You approach —a bit of convenient cookery magic
on friends here. Mr Sawyer is em
surprise! Under official supervision, the Pontiac
Pontiac
’
s
powerful
engine
has
no
vibration
them with an adventurous, some made possible by the “chef's brain,”
ployed as chef on the yacht Paragon.
what shaky attitude; then when you or timer clock, and the well-insuEight has delivered 22 miles to the gallon. And
point
at
any
speed
—
due
to
incredibly
accu

During the winter the boat ls in
discover just how easily they oper lated, heat-controlled, moisture-con
you can buy it for about the price of many sixes!
rate
balance
of
rotating
parts,
a
rigid,
shortSouthern waters but at present ls in
ate. and how convenient and enjoy trolled electric oven. The electric
able is their use, you wonder how in oven is also responsible for one-step
New London, Conn., whence Mr.
These are the facts. Now test what they
stroke crankshaft with overlapping bearings, and
the world you ever got along with meat roasting and baking, the new
Sawyer will return shortly.
mean in greater all-around satisfaction. Drive
the harmonic balancer introduced by Pontiac.
out them. So it’s the “new” which method of starting meats and cakes
The old toll bridge has been offi
makes life interesting, and it’s the to bake in an unpreheated oven.
the Pontiac Eight for just ten minutes. That’s
Yes,
you
’
ll
learn
about
smoothness from
whole-hearted acceptance of new
cially closed to traffic for 30 days.
Many Miracle Features
things which makes for real progress.
enough to prove, once and for all, that your
the Pontiac Eight—and that’s not all I The
Mrs. Rasa Cutting returned Friday
Other
miracle features of the elec
Symbol of Progreu
fast,
sure
action
of
Pontiac
’
s
big,
triple-sealed,
search for super-smoothness is over.
from Portland where she had been a
tric range are the thrift cooker, the
surgical patient at the Maine Gen
In the field of modem cookery, large 6-quart kettle installed in the
*Liet prices at Pontiac, Mich , begin at $615 for the Six and $730 for the Eight (subject to change without notice). Safety
the new automatic electric range is top of the range which cooks foods
eral Hospital. Mrs. Mina Rines who
plate glass standard on De Luxe Six and Eight. Standard group of accessories extra. All Pontiac cars can be bought with
to
a
delicious
doneness
economical

the
symbol
of
progress.
It
is
the
monthly payments to suit your puree on the General Motore Installment Plan. A General Motore Value.
has been spending a week in East
range of the present age—the range ly, slowly, and without requiring at
Union, is at the Cutting home.
which makes cooking scientific, safe, tention during cooking; the calrod
simple, and successful.
surface units which have fast meas
Homemakers who have been ured, electric heat and the quick,
History Prof —Who was Talley
“brought up” by cooking on old smokeless broiler pan which actual
rand?
wood stoves and temperamental ly broils foods in such a way that
Student—A fan dancer: and
kitchen ranges might eye the mod the fat cannot smoke, burn, and
tlie baby talk
ern electric range with an “I’m too spatter ever the entire oven.

The delicious

TEA

Pedestrians, Heed!

THURSDAY

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING OIL.

it burns so hot and clean!”

— anJ winning fame as the

smoothest F/GHTin the wor/d

Reserve all judgments of eight performance until you drive this car

□

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

TeL 1000-W

712 Main Si., Rockland

Every-0 thei-Day
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Slader. of Battery P. Coast Artillery
Corps
Other members of these patriot!
Miss Katherine Creighton went to
Marblehead. Mass., yesterday for a bodies, and of Williams-Brasier Post
few days' visit with het sister and Auxiliary and Pina Cone Troop, Girl
brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Scouts had reserved seats. Rev. Kil
T. Gould, then to Danbury. Conn.. born. in welcoming he organizations,
where she will be guest of Mr and noted that for the first time there
Mrs. Wilbur Olmstead, for several was not one Civil War veteran in at
days, enroute to Pound Ridge. N. Y tendance. the late Fred W. Morse
where she will be employed at the having been the last Comrade in this
Rainbow Tea House during the sum town.
Music was by the Baptist Choral
mer.
Miss Emma G. lesser of Squantum. Society and the Federated Choral
The pregram conMass, arrived here Friday and is, Association.
anthem "We Cheer'
guest of Mrs. May Ccttam. at her talned: March,
home on Beechwoods street.
and March Away. Bellini; invocaMr and Mrs Ellis C. Young were i tion by Rev. Mr. Kilborn; trumpe.
weekend visitors at the home of Mrs solo, "Tramp. Tramp. Tramp with
Young's sister. Miss Mildred Mitchell | variations. Miss Olive Rowell, re
in Portland
sponslve reading; male chorus. "SolFred Jealous returned to Bruns- diers Rest In Peace." with obligato

Legal Notice

CHIEFS TAKE FIRST

THOMASTON

-------

Qpening Qf Local Baseball

mQTHER

Season At Vinalhaven
Sees Fine Game
The Vinalhaven Chiefs defeated j
Brewer of the Eastern Maine League.
3 to 2 at Vinalhaven Sunday. Before
the game got underway the teams ]
accompanied by Smitn's Vinalhaven I
Band with L. B. Dyer as field mar
shal paraded to the flagpole where [
the ceremonies attendant the open- i
took Pla?e
Postmaster |

LEGAL NOTICE
Whereas Reid R Pierson of St George
tn the County of Knox ond State of
Maine, bv hts mortgage deed dated
January 19. 1934. and recorded ln Knox
County Registry of Deeds. Book 235.
Pam 490 conveyed to Home Owners
Loan Corporation, a corporation duly
established under the lawi of the United
States of America, ond having Its office
and principal place of business ln Wash
ington. D C.:
the following dCEcrlbed real estate,
situated ln st George ln the County
of Knox ond State of Maine:
A certain lot or parcel of land to
gether with the buildings thereon,
situated ln aald St. George, and
bounded and deacrlbed as follows, to
wit: Beginning at the southeast
corner bound of school house lot at
a tree on the westerly side of the
lane leading from the Main town
road to the old William Henderson
house; thence southerly bv said lane
ten tlO) rods and five (5) links to
a stake and stones at the north,
east corner bound of Nancy J Hart's
land; thence south seventy-seven
degrees forty-five minutes west by
the northern line of said Nancy J.
Hart, twenty-three 123* rods to
Ripley's Creek, so-called; thence
northerly by said creek about ten
(10) rods and five (5) links to the
southwest corner bound of said
school house lot; tht nee north
seventy-nine degrees east by said
school house lot. twenty-two (22)
rods to said lane and place of be
ginning.
The above described premises are all
anti the same which were conveyed
to the said Reid R Pierson by Henry
Olles. by warranty deed dated
October 11. 1899. recorded In Knox
County Registry of Deeds ln Book
lit. Page 74
This Instrument Includes all heat
ing. plumbing and lighting fixtures
und equipment now or hereafter at
tached to or used In connection with
the real estate ..herein described
....
.
..
And whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken: now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition, thereof the tald Home Owners' Loan Corporation, owner of said
mortgage by Edgar F. Corliss. Its at
torney duly authorized, hereby claims a
: foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated this fifteenth day of Mav 1936
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORP
By Edgar F. Corliss.
Its Attorney.
60-T-63

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. 81x words .
make a line.

♦
t
*

RANCES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

LOST
—
— - -AND
--------- ----FOUND
---------------- 4

BLACK shaggy kitten lost Tuesday
night, between Park and Suffolk Sts I
Tel 364-J-________________________ 61‘63
PEARL ear ring loot Friday probab'*.*
on Main street, Rockland between
Burpee's and Talbot avenue. Generous
reward for Its return to MR CONGDON
»t. Burpee Furniture Co. Tel. 450 63-65
NOTICE ls hereby given of the less of
deposit hook number 4000 and the owner
of said book asks for duplicate ln ac
cordance with the (provisions of the
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland. Maine, ENSIGN OTIS. Re
ceiver_________________________ 63-T-69
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss of
eeposlt book number 2495 and the
owner of said book asks fol duplicate ln
accordance with the provisions of the
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland. Maine, ENSIGN OTIS, Re
ceiver.
57-T-63
NOTICE—ls hereby given of the loss of |
deposit book number 488 and the owner
of said book asks for duplicate In ae-1
tordance with the provision of the State j
Law SECURITY TRU8T CO Rockland.'
Maine. ENSIGN OTIS. Receiver. May 12.
1936 .
57-T-63

Drew made a short speech, following
which Mrs. Margie Chilles threw out i
the first ball.
Brewer scored in the lirst on Guil
ford's error followed by singles by
Wiles and Rice. The Chiefs took the
lead in their half. Hopkins opening
wick Sunday to resume his studies at! sol°- Leon White. Jr. of Rockland.
with a sharp hit to center. Lyford
Bowdoin College, after spending sev- scripture. Rev. Mr. Smith; anthem,
was safe on a fielder s choice sacri
eral davs with his parents. Mr. and, "Land of Hope and Glory Elgar;
fice. White was passed. Hopkins
Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous.
prayer. Rev. Mr Kilborn; response.
Just fill me up end 1*11 cook, bake, or roast perfectly without atten
then scored on a wild pitch, both
The vaudeville entertainment to ' "Souls of the Righteous; address,
tion . . . thanks to my automatic temperature control end perfect
runners advancing and Lyford scored
insulation. No need for you to spend hours ovor a hot stove pre
be given at thc High School audi- "H>s Own Experiences cn Fianders
on Coombs' Texas league single.
paring meals . . . I'll do it the modern ELECTRICAL way . • . I’m
torium Wednesday at 7 30 for the Field. Rev.. Mr. Smith; singing ol
AND l'P
the
NESCO Automatic Electric
Brewer scored their other tally in
benefit of the Nursing Association I America; march,
Your Old Range Taken in
the fifth on two errors, and Libby's
and the High School, will Include The Garden Club will meet ThursExchange
Cooks the whole meal without
single. Brewer filled the bases on
attention . . . bakes cakes, pies,
|
dancing numbers oy tht local pupils day at 3 oclock with Miss Rita
Atlantic
Ranges
are available ill
two occasions but were unable to
breed end biscuits, too . . . put
&
Black and All Enamel Finishes
of the Doris Heald School of Danc Smith. Main street.
M***•*•!(
this modern electrical chef to
_ .^Z - - X
s*
push
across
the
tying
run.
Brewer
Dr. Ethel Crie Starrett has re
work in your kitchen.
UU WllXUC
ing, musical selections and recita
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
GIRL lor general housework wanted
g7 Park 8t Apt 7
61*63
moved
hcr office from 159 to 50 Main used three pitchers each working
tions. Candy will be sold and those
—
—'■— ---------- ------ELECTRIC
three
innings
only
one
hit
being
EXPERIENCED maid or housekeeper
contributing candy may take it Wed street, the Singer house.
wanted, call In person MRS FRANK
made off the last two. Middleton was
ROASTER
The
annual
flower
sale
of
the
Fed

A
TIRRELL. 10
_
A.
TIRRELL.
1000 Beech Bt
Bt. ___ ____
62*64
nesday afternoon to the High School
found for seven hits and four passes
CAPABLE girl wanted for general
erated
Circle
will
be
held
in
the
Con
building or to Whitney & Brackett's
housework must he good cook MRS R
gregational vestry Friday at 10.30 and rcllrfd aR«
slx innln«!
W BICKFORD 60 Beech 8t
62-64
TEI- 980
Drug Store
a. m Tne committee. Miss Jessie Coombs rePlaced hlm in the «*venth
MrDDIj: aged woman for housework.
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Apply 37 So Main St City
62-64
and
Brewer
filled
the
bases
with
two
47-tf
Grace Chapter. OES. meets in i Crawford and Mrs. H. F Leach, will out. Hopkins making a fine play to
girl wanted In small family for
light housework MRS MARY F HANDY
Masonic hall Wednesday at 7 30.
>* 6lad t0 re€five donations °! flo»retire the side. Coombs allowed but
9 Otis 8t.
62*64
k******w*******h
John Turner, of Portland was guest j ers* Plants and seedlings,
Simonton, alternate. John P. Leach.
NEAT woman or girl for working and
one hit in three innings and struck
$3.95 down
general
house-work,
references.
May
gt>
of his sister Mrs. James E. Creighton
Benjamin B. C. Burkett and Aubrey home night, Tel 1042-R__________ 63-tf ♦
out five. White of brewer furnished
$1.75 monthly
and Capt. Creighton over the week-(
LOST TO LINCOLN
D. Coose attended the Townsend
the fielding feature racing across the
WOMAN or girl wanted at once to 4
help In kitchen at Rockledge Inn.
end
convention Sunday in Augusta.
ROASTS, BAKES OR COOKS WHOLE MEALS
foul line in left to rttire Ed White
Spruce Head. Tel. 853-3, Rockland
GOOD dark loam for aale. for flower
Miss Barbara Feyler and brother. Rockland Athletes W ere Out63-65 gardens and lawns Delivered Tel 23-W.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hannaford
The score:
good ! WILLIAM ANDERSON. West Meadow
Richard Feyler. were weekend guests
MIDDLE-AGED man wanted. ___
and Miss Arabel Lord of Saco were
scored In Track Meet At
Vinalhaven
62-64
milker, who wants good home and I Road,
of Miss Ruth Tiffany, at Lakewood.
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
small
wage*,
permanent
place.
Work
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for aale st
ab r bh tb po a e
Damariscotta
mostly chorea Referencea exchanged. 11 Lisle St.
63*65
R I
Collemer. Meguntlcook street.
Hopkins, ts ___ 4 1113 3 11
E E CHAPMAN. Lake View Farm.
INTERNATIONAL Truck for sale, six
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Hannaford
Nobleboro
52-tf
Mrs.
W.
S.
Irish
has
arrived
frem
Lincoln Academy won the annual Lyford, lb____ 3 1
2 3 5 1 21
1 .. ___
- 1 speed special, also model A Ford motor.
MARRIED couple to core for farm. Pord A A ring and pinion gear Prices
and Miss Lord of Saco visited Sunday Knox-Lincoln track meet Saturday Ed White, c__ 3 0 0 0 13 3 1,
Waltham, Mass, to spend the sum
receiving all Income, with additional , reasonable EARLE LUDWIO. Hope. M>
Warden and Mrs. Edward P. John afternoon In Damariscotta by a score Guilford. 2b___ 4 0 0 0 3 1 1
63*65
mer at the Bean homestead. Monu compensations Phone BALLARD BUSI-1
NESS SCHOOL. Rockport
63*65
son.
ment
Square.
MODERN
seven
room
house
and
of 67 to 46
Coombs, cf. p ... 4 0 2 2 2 2 1
MAID lor general housework Apply to garage. Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca
Mr. and Mrs Eben Bowman of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mills aad son MRS W O FULLER. 45 Beech
Harry Hildebrandt by scoring 19'. Middleton, p. cf 3 0 0 0 1 1 0
tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
63-65 for Information_______________ 47*tf
Portland spent Sunday with her points won the trophy awarded to C. Anderson. 3b 3100019
Raymond of Waltham. Mass., were _____________________________________
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. MRS KIM- , 1935 O M C IL ton truck with special
mother Mrs Fred C. Davis.
In town Sunday.
the high point man. Feature race of Bunker. If____ 2000000 —
BALL Call E C. Payson's office. Tel refrigerator body for aale P. O Box 792.
63-tf
Mr. and Mrs Forrest W. Famum
afternoon was the 449-yard dash, Erickson. If
Miss Susie D. Hanson who has been 596__________»_______________________ 63*65 j Rockland
0000100the courtroom has no more privilege
WOMAN with girl 12 want* houseOOOD Cedar posts for sale, all sizes,
of Farmington are guests this week ( Hildebrandt establishing a new E Woodcock, rf 3 0 1 1 0 0
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
George
W.
keeper position with elderly gentleman , Delivered. R L RICHARDS. 25 Franklin
than the little man? Or will the con
of her mother. Mrs. Grace C. Pay- Knox-Llneoln record of 55 seconds
63*65
Ryder. Molyneaux road, for the past P O Box 793, Rockland.__________ 63*65 street
trary' remain true?
POSITION as chef or oraer cook want
A
Chevrolet
sedan
for
aale.
good
condi

son and grandmother. Mrs Harriet for the event. He was pushed hard
months,
is
at
Community
Hospital
29 3 6 7 27 12 6
ed. Best of referencea. HORACE PERRY, tion. less than $50: also lawn mower.
Finally, will you come out of your
Cepe land, at their home on Elliot by Lord of Rockland and Dunn of
Grace St.. City.
•*• 138 Camden St Tel 1214-M
for
treatment.
■»
63-tf
Brewer
term: with a democratic mind, still
OUT-OF-STATE parties want furnish- j DELUXE Restaurant for sale Located
street.
Lincoln.
ab r bh tb po a
as much "the Peoples'" as when you
ed house with modern conveniences near ! on Main St., Camden. Apply on
Mr and Mrs Edgar Eldredge (Ber
salt
water In Knox County from Aug. 1 > premise63-65
Other outstanding performances
sb
By
Kerm
O
liter
SEARSMONT
5 0 112
went tn; with clean hands, and a
to end of season, five adults. Write E W--------------------------------------------------------tha Wilson( and children. Geneva. j were turned in by Skinner of Rock- , winchester, ss
KINKADE
garden
gasoline
hand
5 1 1
care
The
Courler-Oazette
63-lt
knowledge that you have done what
tractor for sale, cost $180. will sell for
Funeral services for Gladys M .
Etta and Catherine, of South Or- jan£j jn
lGO-yard dash and Jones Taply c
59
TWO or three room furnished apart- gjo ln perfect -hope, will cultivate 3 or
1
has
never
oefore
been
done
—
cleaned
Chlselry is not dead. But Dilling wife of Benjamin Cunningham were ment wanted in good laoaiity.with 4 Mrt, a day. <■„», 30 ner dav 10 run.
leans. Mass who have been making a of uncoin m the mile Lewis and WUes' cf '
4 0 1
. ,, ,
.
,
_ 7
_
, 1 responsible people. A. L. BOWERS EDWIN A. DEAN Rockland. Tel 671-J.
er and Flovd and Nelson are. and it up, as a G-Man would be expected held
brief visit in Waldoboro, were in Alien of Lincoln also performed Rlpp lh
from her home Sunday, Rev. L. Kickapoo.
ei*63
63-65
Rice, lb _____ 33 0
0 to soon to take a mighty set-back Bo; admitted fair play, and excluded E Watson of the Appleton Church I BOARDERS wanted, country home
iB2g Graham Truck lor aale. hydrollc
town Saturday calling on friends.
creditably in the field events.
Gass, rf _____ 2
nearseashore, beauttful«unseu,
home | hoist and Ixxtv $265: two power take offs
from one of the most beloved and favoritism?
officiating. Bearers were Lawrence , cooking, rate* reaaonable. MRS SETH lor Dodge, -tandard shift cost $50 each.
Woodrow Wilson junior third mate
Thc summary;
Hillier. 2b..... — 2
It
is
safe
to
say
you
would
not.
JOYCE.
Atlantic
Me
61*71 ' sen $15 each; two heavy duty trailers
incidentally, mose feared man. in
Robbins. Frank Me$crvey, Lonnie
of the M S. Californian, arrived
ICO-yard dash, first. Skinner <R»; 1 Harding. 2b___ 1
, .
—*~.
pneumatic and solid tire*. $30 and $45.
But lt could be done.
America
—
our
stocky
brilliant
little
Meservey and Barkley Miller. Inter_ harry carle. Camden, Tei. Uncom
here from Boston Pridry and is visit second. Hickman. (Ri; third. HiidWhite. If _____ 4
Sherlock Holmes. J. Edgar Hoover
ment was ln Pine Grove cemetery.IW1 vine 18-11________________________63-6S
ing his mother. Mrs. G. Edgar Wil etrant. fL). Time 11 seconds.
Strang, p _____ 1
—
—
1 THIRTY-THREE foot Cabin Launch
Murderers, kidnappers, the head-line
CAMDEN
Appleton.
♦ “Sea Bird" for sale S500 terms cash.
son and sister Miss Harriet Wilson,
Mile run first. Jones (Li; second. Meagher, p ...... 2
Write or cal! KfRS LAURA D DYER.
Enemies,
have
taken
from
Hoover
$
-------------------------------»
”
♦
during a two weeks' vacation. Mr Bergeren (Rt; third. Yarborough <L>
63-65
IB^.^.^.*^.^.*^.^***********^ 41 North Haven. Me
Forrest Young. Dr. W. Lee Dickens,
Lynch, p--------- 1
what they never expected to take
Wilson has Just received his second | Tim’ 5 min., 5 sec.
WITH boat and canoe, a furnished I
“
T.
for
Hervey
Allen,
James
Brown.
Ora
from any Government agent. A
cottaur to let at Lake Meguntlcook HL OO I.At R1LLA Cushing, Me
63 65
mate's license.
440-yard dash, first Hildebrandt
35 2 8 8 34 10 2 J long list of Public Enemies No. One Brown. Curtis Brown and Russell
HARRY CARLE. Camden. Tel. LincolnCFtl.AR barn on acre lot. 261 Fark
Miss Anna Fessenden of Newton- (Li; second. Lord <Ri; third. Dunn.
vllle 18-11._______________________ 63-65 street, cheap for quick sale. A LEHTO.
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 X—3 has been wiped out. Praise be to Bartlett of Rockland spent the week
Vinalhaven
FURNISHED cottage for sale, one to R F.D Bo» 51. Thomaston________ 63*65
villc. Mass., was weekend guest of <Lt. Time 55 sec
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0—2 the man who did the impossible. end on a fishing trip at Lily Bay.
Brewer ...
let. Bayside. Norih’X'rt. Water, lights. | BEST dry. hard fitted wood. $8 cord;
Miss C Helen Russell. She was ac
C83-yard run first lie Allen and
Two-bas** hit. Lyford
Sacrifice | Ajncr|Ca can hold up her head again,
Mr and Mrs. Fred Dean motored
ful spot quiet restful vacation. A W SON'. R 1. Box 70, Thomaaton.
.
ii
n //
62*64
companied by Miss Pernice Hender klldtbrandt (Li; third. Toner. 1R1. hit. Lyford Hits, off Middleton. 7
63-65
OREOORY. Rockland
62*64
tc
Rumford Sunday to visit Mrs.
_
. , . , .
, Now for the chiselcrs; and the big
son of Cambridge. Mass, who visited Time. 2 mln_ 17 sec.
DESIRABIX cozy cottage at Spruce
in 6 innings, off Coombs 1 in 3 innLATHAM R.i-pberry plants for *a!e;
Dean's
brother.
Leslie
Wellman.
Head
to
let.
well
furnished,
near
salt
___
also tomato, early cabbage, cauliflower
Miss Christine Moore at her home on
22C-yard dash, first Hildebrandt ings off Strong 5 in •,3 innings, off 601x1 and the J«we4ry racketeers; the
water, plenty of land for garden. Fire „nd other seedlings. Tel. 1214-W.
Winslow 'Mills of Vinalhaven Is
School street, meantime.
wood for the cutting. 8hort distance CHARLES E. WADE. 70 Waldo Ave
(L»; second. Skinner «R»; third. Meagher 1 in 3 innings. Base on small-fry criminals; the lawyer, who
fiom Rockledge Inn. Call Rockland |
61-63
pull them through the many, many spending a few weeks in town.
Hickman (R). Time. 24 1-5 sec.
793-W after 4 p. m . or write "Cottage.', ■
balls, off Middleton 4. oft Coombs 1;
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale. 17
"loop-holes"
in
our
laws;
the
crooked
care
The
Courler-Oazette
60-tf
William
Wellman
of
Eearanont
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
880-yard relay, first, Lincoln. off Strong 2. off Lynch 1. Strike
James St . Tel. 1184-JK
60-65
COTTAGE to let for season. 6 rooms
In the vestry Wednesday at 220. (Pinkham. Jones. Dunn, Hilde outs. by Middleton 7. by Coombs 5. by politicians who make their way easy was weekend guest here Sunday.
™..„ Improvements
.......... .........................
furnished, modern
with ( FOUR week's old pigs for sale also
1 cel"lar"and garage' MRs'*RICHARD DYER
plT"tia3ct,''af
J2,I W
and their persons unapproachable.
Eup)x>r will be served at 6 by Mrs. brandt). Time, 1 min., 42 1-5 sec.
The Garden Club will meet today
Strong 1. by Meagher 4 by Lynch 1.
Crescent Beach, Owls Head. Tel 425-2 397 Old County Rd . F. A. KIMBALL
He
is
out
after
the
other
rats;
and
H. S. Kilborn, Mrs. A P Chapman
Javelin, first. Lewis (L); second. ; E auble plays. White to Guilford:
at 2:33 with Mrs. Charles C. Wood.
61-66 _________________________________
I
DRY hard fitted and Junk wood,
Mrs. Howard Rowell and Miss Fran Welch (R); third. Allen (L). Dis Coombs to Lyford to Hopkins; Wln- with his own brain and a little Union street. A conservation pro
I under cover, for sale W. L. OXTON. West
R
ces Shaw.
I Rockport. Tel. Camden 8011
43-tf
tance. 133 feet. 2'.- inches.
Chester to Rice Left on bases. Vinal- whole-hearted rooting from the gram has been planned and D. B.
♦
GREEN fitted hard wood for sale.—
Thomas J. Sweeney, third mate of
Dlscus. first. Reed (Li; second, haven 7. Brewer 11. Hit by pitcher people who owe him so much, when Demerltt. head of the Forestry De
f
also 5 H P Bull Dog engine wtth hoist
the S. S . Mevania of the D C. Mal Alien (Lt; third. Welch <R>. Dis- Erickson.
ing winch and drum We repair refrlgeraUmpires. Shields and I he gets through, the pied Piper of partment of the University of Maine,
4
i
tors Now 1* the time to get them ln
J
Hamlin
won't
have
a
thing
on
J.
lory Line, arrived here from New tance, 93 feet. 9 inches.
will speak on conservation of wild
Chilles
I shape. Call 792. Havener’s Ice Co., for
SEVEN-room house for rent about service.
53-tf
, Edgar Hoover.
York city Thursday and is visiting
High jump, first, tie. Lord and
flowers ar.d natural resources.
: June 15. all modern. 279 Broadway.
his aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. Skinner fR); third tie Lewis and
WALLACE E. SPEAR. Waldoboro. Me. -- ---------------------------------------------------- Of all the rats running through our
James B. Lea ha and Edward Dunn
UNION
R F D 1.
62*67
J cities, hiding ln the halls of vice, cl the Charlestown Navy Yard, are
William Felt, at their home on Gllcfclen <L). Height 5 feet, 1 inch.
THREE furnished rooms to let for
Beechwoods street.
Shot .put, first Allen (L); second
light house-keeping with private bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Evans cf Cali scampering about the city halls, or guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.
Apply 65 North Main St__________ 63-tf
Mrs. A L. Cameron, who has. been Bronkie (R); third. Welch (Ri. 38 fornia will spend tlie summer in Union) squeaking in the courtrooms, there Wilbur. Sea street.
THREE-room furnished apartment toj*t*— — *** — — — — — — — — ■••♦R
•
at the George Cameron farm
j
°ne grandfather rat, the biggest
visiting her mothcr Mrs. Harriet ' feet, 2 Inches
Hotel Edwards. Frank Edwards
let. modem conveniences, telephone 57 j FARM suitable for poultry or market
Crescent
street.
62-tf gardening; henhouse 15x30. also farmMr. and Mrs. Ted Foster arrived! «nd ugliest of them all—Politics. owner and proprietor, has opened
Copeland and sister Mrs Grace C.
Pole vault first Chandler (Ri; sec
■ FURNISHED second floor apartment ‘“S’00*’*
Payson, for the past three weeks, re ond, tie iMetcalf. Poole. Allen. Jones, Saturday from Lowell. Mass, to visit! And Hoover and hls 600 Government for the summer.
♦o let
let at
«t 14
14 Masonic
Masonic »t.
St
62*64
pits, Jnd
20-acre
blueberry
to
w
os Btavel
#lMJ woQ<1
lumber
For pasture,
{urlh„
all of Lincoln. 9 feet. 4 Inches.
Men are out to clean up. Vaguely,
turned Saturday* to Boston.
Thc funeral of Florence Lillian, 22,
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Rich.
APARTTlfENT to let completely re details call or write HARRY CARLE.
decorated with bath, heater, garage and Camden. Tel. Lincolnville 18-11. 63-65
Exactly! That’s what you can
Hammer throw, first. Lewis (L);
Miss Marguerite Simmons of War
R M. McKinley b in Boston on we all have realized the existence daughter of Chester and Sarah 1DI0garden space. 12 Knox St. Tel 156-W.
EIGHTY acre farm for aale, 5 room
59-tf
of rat-walks between dirty politics loeki Leland, was held from Good's
ren was weekend lues: of her aunt second. Poole (L); third, Bronkie 1R1 business.
do with almost any worn looking
house, bam. farming tools, good wood
TWO rooms for light housekeeping to _lot,
_ , ________
_.
estimated __
300 ____
erds. r
pulp
Address
' and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jones. 97 feet.
Charles Smith. Clarence Leonard and the underworld. Hoover not funeral home Monday, Rev. William
suite of furniture and a quart of
let. furnished. 34 Fulton St. Tel 733-M ' Owner care of Courler-Oazette
60-63
61-63
Miss Barbara Elliot and roommate.
and sons Howard. Clarence and Henry only realizes. He urges that the police E. Berger, rector of St. Thomas i
STOCK and Poultry Farm for sale.
FIVE room apartment to let. All chance for 6.000; blueberries. On black
Rytex Polka printed stationery is enjoyed the weekend by Ashing at departments be freed of politics. As Episcopal Church, officiating. Beside
Miss Cornelia Lehman of Williams
KMEQUALITY
modern; also two room kitchenette. In road. 4'j miles from Rockland. OEORGE
why not? The only regret is the her parents, she is survived by four
port. Penn . who are attending the on sale at The Courier-Gazette office Greenville.
BARTER BLOCK. CALL 611-W or 1017-J L SIDES Rockville______________ 63*65
_________________________________ 6L-66 . pjfjg modern cottage on Ororges River
Simmons College School of Social during May and June. This is the
The Oirls' 4-H Club, under the di- understanding that the urge will brothers. Burial was in Mountain
SEVEN room house to let modem Im- at Wallston. 11 acres, line bathing, 4
Work, were weekend visitors at the gay. colorful number you have been rection of Mrs. Irving Rich, gave a probably stop there. Because no oemeteryprovements $16 a month. V. F. STUDLEY bedrooms. Price right. A. C. Hocking.
Tel.
330._________________________ 56-tf I Tel. 21-3 Tenant s Harbor 56-31.
53-tf
asking
for.
Only
$1
a
box.
Postage
George Hill Johnson and friends of
home of the former's parents. Capt.
Ane program including a public dem man. not even J. Edgar Hoover, lias
Choice el 16 bright, medish
HOUSE to let. modern, centrally loonstration of their work Friday night the power to remove Politics from Melrose Mass . passed the weekend j
and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot They were 10c.
cated; also 3-room furnished apartment. K*******.*******^
celort and white
heated; 4-room apartment on Camden
at the Grange hall. The club song, the places where it should not be. at Lake Meguntlcook.
accompanied by Miss Elliot's niece,
street. MRS FROST. Tel 318-W 53-tf
pledge and Hag salute were given by Yet only Politics has the power. To
Mrs. Randolph Kelley of Lexing
Joan Elliot of Brighton. Mass., who
HEADQUARTERS
TWO apartments to let at corner at
Union and Grove Sta. MRS. u:oiJt R«,*****«,*******R
members, succeeded by History of secure any change the men we eiect ton. Mass., has opened her summer
was also weekend guest of her father,
43-tf
ROSE. 100 Union St.
J Edward Elliot.
Club. Norma McEdwards; table set so halfheartedly must be better un home on Chestnut street.
LADIES-n»llabie hatr goods at Rock
TWO furnished apartments to let.
ting demonstration. Jeanette Stephen- derstood. A shocking majority of
Camden High plays Lincoln Acad
53-tf land Hair Store, 24 Kim Bt. Mall ordtra
Miss Hazel Harrison, student at
Call 792
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
,on and Barbara Creighton; working American citizens either arc crimi emy here today at 4 oclock.
Farmington Normal School spent the
53-tf
AMBITIOUS man mechanically Innals
or
will
be
connected
with
or
af

a buttcn-hole, Hazel Day; packing a
weekend with her parents, Mr and
The next meeting of the Townsend
SOUTH THOMASTON
crltred with on eye to the future will he
lur.ch box. Agnes Day; planning a fected by criminals. It ls to our Club will be Tliursday evening at
Mrs. William Harrison.
select-d for our 1936 pl«n of training to
Install, service, operate Diesel Engines.
Sirs.
Jennie
Clark
who
spent
the
dinner. Phyllis Lucas; cutting an advantage to gain morc from the the Tranquility Grange hall at
Friends here of Mrs. Anna Allen
Tools and all services included at mini
O
You don't appreciate your
winter
ln
Camden
has
opened
her
mum
cost SCOECK DIESEL TRAIN
apron
Barbara
Morton;
singing
of
politician
up
for
election
than
the
Lincolnville
Center.
Supper
will
be
Beane have received word of her
ING Care of The Courler-Oazette 62*63
own skill with color and brush
home here.
club songs, accompanied by Mrs. Carl usual safe and well-wcm planks. served at 6:30 by Grange members.
death. May 6 at her home in New
, ....
. j
I PARK Sea Ortll to let. completely
until you try .voui l and at reMitchell. Clifton Meservey of Warren What, for instance, are they going There will be a special sjKaker. All
Floyd Rackliff went Saturday to fUmished, $io a week, v F. studley.
ton Center. Mass. Mrs. Beane will
Bucksport where he will help hls j Tei. 1154 or 283 Main street._____ 6i-tf
was in charge of the Boys' Junior 4-H to do about this? It is quite safe to surrounding elubs and the public are i decornting furniture with Acme
be remembered as the wife of Rev
Un«*/->.i^4 *-»»* n Kc* Vzt«*«v
'
CAMBRIDGE 'rAILXORINO CO ■ cusClub, which was also present. A so bet that there is not a man in hls invited.
brother, Harold, on a bakery rout .
tom maae suits, overcoats $18 to $50.
Charles E. Beane, pastor of tlie
Quality Enamel-Koie. Easy to
The
last
In
the
series
of
socials
Will
call at your home or office. 400
cial
hour,
followed
by
refreshments,
county
who
intends
to
rdn
for
a
Tlie
49th
annual
convention
of
Methodist Church about 40 years
apply ... no brush marks ...
, ,,
.
' samples to select from. A perfect fit
concluded the evening program.
held
for
the
purpose
of
paying
for
guaranteed. Tei 435-J. h. p. fowlie.
public office of authority, who dares the Knox County W.C.T.U. will be
ago.
levels out to a smooth tile-like
• • » w
recent Improvements mad- in the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cameron and to answer, publicly, these questions: held Tliursday in the Baptist Churcn
finish that can lie washed with
Masonic hall was held Friday at the 1 scape' work'done*r<w.S r^coiLEY.^Tei'.
Patriotic Bodies Attend Church
Mis. Cameron's father, Russell Har
Will you clean up the soiled social Rev. Adah Mae Hagler of Albion. Ill.
soap and water. Dries in 4
home of William Clements and .was Rockland 361-w._________________ 61*63
A union memorial service was held
rington. are occupying the old Cam conditions you know exist in the will be the guest speaker. Morning
USED stoves ol all kinds bought and
hours. Wears indefinitely.
Sunday night at the Baptist Church.
area you might control?
well attended.
session at 10 o'clock. All visitors are
rcld. C E GROTTON, 138 Camden St..
YOUR COMPLETE PAINTING JOB eron homestead.
Tel.
1214-M.
61-tf
The American flag, the American Le CAN BE CONVENIENTLY
Mrs. Avis Nlchols and Mrs. Mary
Miss Mary Sleeper of Gorham Nor
Will you have the courage to go requested to take sweet food.
Try your skill' Give your home
LAWN mowers sharpened -called for
Barker, worthy matron and secre after the big rats—the income-tax
gion Flag, and a have bowl of varied ARRANGED IN OUR .STORE
mal
School
spent
the
weekend
at
her
The F. S. Cummings have arrived
and delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
the magic influence of Color.
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791. Rockland.
tary of Orient Chapter. O.ES., at evaders and the government chi el- from Boston and opened their sum- I
colored tulips lormtd effective deco
home here.
45-tf
SWP HOUSE PAINTS
See us today for color scheme
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Huntington,
ration. On the platform with Rev
tended the session of Grand Chapter ers? Or will you be one?
mer home on the Belfast road.
POULTRY wanted. X. POUST. 138
suggestions. No oldigation.
H. S. Kllho n, pi!tor. we.** the speak
Miss Anne Huntington and. Mrs. T Im^rnrlr etrppf Rockland Tai 377-W
in Lewiston recently.
Will you carry on any worthy In
Supt. Charles Lord. Mrs. Lord and
Helen Goodenough of Brighton, lhursaay m the Orange nail. "RestMr. and Mrs. Charles Cameron went vestigation to the finish, and «e daughter Dorothy left Saturday for
er of the evening Rev. Fredeiick
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
Mass., were guests Sunday of Mr. ful Bedrooms” will be the project.
Friday to New York to meet their that the resultant information Is Kirksville. Mo., to attend the gradua
Smith, of Watervilb, head of the |
daughter coming from Panama. They made known' Or will you "welchf tion exercises of their son. Judson
and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper called here by Miss Jessie Lawrence will be present.
Civic League of Maine, Georg
the illness of Mrs. H. B. Gooden Mrs. Clifford Dennison and Mrs.
were accompanied as far as Boston by when thc time comes for personal Lord, from the School of Osteopathy
Cross, a Spanish War veteran. Com
412 MAIN ST..
BOCKLAND, ME. ough.
ROCKLAND, ME. Mrs. Walter Ayer who will visit with profit?
Frank Maloney, Jr., will have charge
mander W. B. D Gray, oi Williams-1 TEL. 14,
In that city.
' ‘
60-tf her son Hazen in Winchester, Mass.
A Farm Bureau meeting will be held of the dinner.
Brasier Post, A. L., and Capt Chestjr1
Will you see that the big man In
A B. Stevenson, delegate, Joseph

I PREFER TO BE RLOHE

1^1 !■
br

fJ

WANTED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

FOR SALE

CENT

RAvAm AINE

bMPANY
WELCOME
POWE

The Qommentator

Summer Cottages

A New Bedroom,,
Suite for $1.39

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

ENAMEL-KOTE

MISCELLANEOUS

For Fainters
and Paperhangers

Sherwin-Williams

W. H. GLOVER CO.

House-Sherman, Inc.
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“PURE ARITHMETIC"

An Interesting Program Was
Given At Meeting Of the

“H. A. W." Tells How He
Solved the Problem Ot
Willie and Dusty

Local Society

Ffl SHIOD
Mrs. Chauncey Keene was hostess to
T Club Friday evening at her home
on North Main St. The birthday of
Mrs. Carl Christofferson was ob
served, there being a cake and re
freshments.

METHODIST MISSIONS

takes tdepb toward

The monthly meeting af tlie Wom
an's Foreign Missionary Society of
the M. E. Church was Held with Mrs.
Thelma Stanley as hostess. The
meeting was opened by the president,
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, using the “Stew

Warren, May 21.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“Tramp, tramp, tramp, the bums are
marching." They're getting to be more
and more of a problem all the time
ftnd something ought to be done about
lt.
Thanks to Willie’s longer legs or
I something he embraces hls beloved j
| friend, Dusty, at a point nine miles

Senter Crane Cmgmsg

STORE OVEN FRIDAY EVENING

ardship Ritual."
The evening's program which was
ln charge of Miss Eva Rogers and
Mrs. Shirley Rollins had for their
’ nearer Pleasantville than the halfdevotional leader Mrs. Ella Lurvey,
j way mark between Pleasantville Bnd
her topic being "Accoidlng to the!
j Joytown. The certain length of time
word.” Roll call brought forth some
that each of the two men traveled
i Interesting current events nertalnI may be doubled in Dusty's case be] ing to "World Peace.” this being the | In April, a window box of flowers
I cause at thfe time of the meeting he
I topic for this month. Mrs. Shirley would have been welcome hut now
I had gone less than half way. During
Rollins conducted o lesson on :hat it's May, you want acres of I this same length of time the gaits of
" Linen
"Thinking It Through.” questions flowers in your clothing garden ) the two men are so adjusted that
and answers taken from the booklet and that's what we have for you. j Willie gains 18 miles on Dusty, or 36
® Cool Cloth
’.with above title which is a discussion
j
miles
ln
twice
the
time.
For
the
sake
Not a few suits in your size and a
on World Peace by Mrs. Evelyn R.
handful in the other fellow's. Not ’of convenience, let us say that in
Nicholson national president of our
a few of the best gabardines and ’ twice this time Dusty loses 36 miles to
j W.F M. S. Thirteen women took part
Willie. From a point nine miles
the common garden variety of wor.
in this lesson. If we are truly
but two of the
sleds . . . but EVERY pood ma- I nearer Pleasantville than the half"thinking through," we must think
| way mark, to hls destination, ls
many charming
RAPfltoEEE white shoes For with both hearts and minds. This 1 terial . . . and there are plenty of second lapse of this unknown time, so j
them this season.
l/o 12 you to select from our president-author, Miss Nichol-at the time Willie reaches Joytown,j]
i son, has done in "Thinking It Yes ... if you’ve waited this long Dusty Is 36 miles from Pleasantville.
you must be pretty exacting and
Stop in today | Through.”
Since Willie required 13% hours tolj
to inspect these I Under the part entitled “Christian ; that's exactly why we say again
walk from the meeting place to . . . you'd better come to Gregory's.
Beautiful
Citizenship in a World Like This."
1 Pleasantville, then it took Dusty also
Shoes
! Miss Faith Lurvey gave the first j
13% hours to walk from thc meeting’
| which was "Christian Women As Gabardines, Worsteds and
The Materials
The Prices
place to a point within 36 miles oL
Citizens." Many strong points were,
Joytown.
We know that If Dusty
Sport Materials from
S5.95
O Angora-,,
brought out.
Christian women
had continued to his destination 24
$20.00 to $35.00
should be world citizens, but world
hours would have elapecd. Therefore.
9.75
Heavy Polo Cloths,
citizenship counts lor very little If
Dusty walked 36 miles in 10% hours
Tropical Worsted
O Bu ket Weaves,
14.75
women—American women in particu
(the difference between 24 hours and
Two-piece Suits
lar—do not take sufficient interest
13% hours), making hls rate three
in attractive Brown and Gray
in their own country to use the re
’ and three-sevenths miles per hour,
Sizes 14 to 44
mixtures
sources at their disposal to make
which is pretty good for a tramp at,
! thet.
Next Educational Club picnic will
right the conditions in their home
$16.50
Other Linen Suits
The rest ls easy—pure arithmetic ! j
(Mrs. Mary Southard acted as hos- be Friday June 5. from 2 to 8 30 with
land. American women have the
Sport Coats
Multiplying 24 by three and three- [
ten at the card party given at the Mrs. Nina Gregory, at Glen Cove, with
power ln their hands to save the
$2.98
in Brown and White, Black and I sevenths, we find that the distance j
Elks Home Thursday evening by the speakers current events, discussions,
world.
White Cheeks
C. C. committees of Ward 4 and box lunch at 6 p. tn. Carry dishes.
Thc next was by Miss Ruth Rog
I nine miles more than halfway Is 82 p
ROCKLAND
310 MAIN ST.,
also Blue
Linen Coats,
$1.98
ers. and dealt with the world citizen
i and two-sevenths miles, and by sub- i
Ward 6.
Mrs. Samuel Sezak arrived home
$8.50 to $12.50
ship committee of the Woman’s
1 trading nine, that halfway Is 71 2-7
l miles. Double’this and we finally
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanley had yesterday from Camden, accompanied
Foreign Missionary Society which
Sport Shirts
Straw Hats
1 find that it is 142 4-7 miles from
as guests Friday evening Mr. and by her extremely young son, Thomrs
came into existence in 1927 as the
Mrs R. E. Estes, Dr. and Mrs. D. S. Lavon Sezak. who already has a con
outgrowth of a deepening conviction
I Pleasantville to Joytown.
OPEN FRIDAY EVENING
Newman. Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Flint siderable voice in the affairs of the
of the leaders of the society that
CLOSED
ALL
DAY
SATURDAY
In bed and let them get a good long 'Sfe^r^SENTER CRANE COMPANY^j^^
household.
and Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Berrymany of the social disorders, par
Russell Bartlett and Hervey C. Al ticularly those brought on by war.
rest
—that goes lor me. too.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter re
len accompanied oy Forrest Young corrupt moving pictures, and alco
H A. W.
Mrs. George Gilman of Brunswick
Dutch of Belfast, as her partner, In Oray, Alma Leach and Gwendolyn
turned Saturday from a visit in
nnd Dr. W. L. Dickens of Camden, holic beverages were seriously affect
was a guest the last of the week of
an exhibition ball-room dance.
Jackson, all of this town.
Boston.
were on a fishing trip at Moosehead ing the influence of the church both
Mrs. Clarence Rollins, Broadway.
Rare ls the opiiorlunity to a*e such
LIGHT FANTASTIC
The second recital of this series
41< MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Lake for the weekend.
talented dancers or such really lovely Will be given in Camden. June 9. and
home and abroad; that thc charac
Mrs. Charles B. Rose of Tenant's
Mrs Orrin Smith has as guest Mrs.
ter of these agencies is contrary to
Miss Doris Heald s Dance costumes as ln this evening's enter the third June 16 in Belfast.
Harbor spent last week ln Boston
Mrs Helen H. Carlson desires all
I. W. Flfitld of Vinalhaven.
where she went to attend a meeting ! members of the Arts & Crafts Society the fundamentals of Christian mis
Pupils Give Colorful Ex tainment and not only did several
solo numbers by tiny tots demon
sions.
Mrs.
Mary
Llttlehale
gave
CHILDREN'S
DAY
of
thc Massachusetts Chapter. , to meet with her st 491 Main street
NOW PLAYING
Mrs. Freeman Brown . and Mrs
hibition ln Thomaston
strate their Instructor's ability to
"Who Is Responsible? ’ this being
Daughters of Founders and Patriots cn Wednesday at 7 45.
Frank Hewett motored to Boston
"FLORIDA
SPECIAL"
Forty-Three
Of
Them
Made
,
train
the
young,
as
well
as
her
older
based
on
the
Christian
woman
s
citiol America, of which she is record
The first of three recitals, which pupils, but the group work was out
Tuesday to attend the Nations!”’
with
Oscar
son
of
M^nd
Mrs.
Arthur
?enshi
”
responsibility
to
the
Alcohol
Happy
By
Observance
At
ing secretary.
Conference of American Society for
JACK OAKIE. SALLY FILERS
Miss Doris Heald, of Camden, is standing. Thc studio pianist was
Marsh underwent an operation fOr j s*tuationG. A. R. Hall
the Hard of Hearing. Dr. Brown will
Mr and Mrs. Fred Robinson of appendicitis at Knox Hospital yesgiving to prerent her dance pupils ISlss June Cote and her finished ac
last part of the pro«ranl was
join them there next Sunday.
WEDNESDAY
Avon. Mass , are gucits of Mr. and terday
•
‘'Women and Civilization" as perEdwin Libby Relief Corps observed was held ln Watts hall Friday night companiments gave ample support to
the dancers. Music was also fur
_____
I taining to how world renditions have
Mrs. Ernest P. Jone3, Ocean street.
Children's Day at Grand Army Hall with a capacity audience. Thc pro
Mlxs Charlotte Mattatall enter
nished for some of thc dance num
Cleveland L. Sleeper Jr and family affected women of all classes of
tained at Mrs. L. (M. Rokes cottage at
Miss Virginia Walker, a recent arc home from Norway, where they South America, this being taken from Thursday afternoon. 43 children and gram was brilliant and varied, one bers and for dancing after thc re
Meguntlcook Saturday. Miss Flor graduate of Massachusetts Oeneral spent a fortnight At Mrs. Sleeper'.; ,hls year's text-book "Women Under several parents and friends enjoying delightful number following another cital ty Vernon Hardy's New Music
The girl you raved
ence Dean. MLss Gwendolyn Ruben Hospital, and now on the nursing former home.
the Southern Cross." This was given thc festivities.
with such precision and all thc Mas ten.
about in “Rendez
stein, Miss Grace Poland and Miss staff of lhc Eye and Ear Infirmary.
• • • •
------j by Mrs. H. V. Tweedie
,
Especial mention should be made dances being so cleverly done, that
vous” learns about a
Dorothy Boynton.
Those seen in this recital included
Boston, ls visiting her parents. Mr.
Mrs. Charles L. Strout. son Richard
Appropriate
music was
used of the parade led by 8onia and Syl
the affair was truly professional and pupils from * this and neighboring
new kind of love!
and Mrs. L. A. Walker Summer and daughter Priscilla of Brunswick throughout the program with Mrs via Curry. 11-montliscld twin daugh
reflected great credit to Miss Heald's towns, and were: Joan Thurston.
Browne Club had a covered dish street. Thomas Sweeney of New were guests Sunday of Mrs Ellen Thp,^ stanley as wJcJlt p,ags of
ters of Mr and Mrs. John Curry’. In
supper and social evening last week York and Boston is with Miss Walker Barrows and Mr. and Mrs. William au nations along with the the Chris- a carriage decorated a ith American talent and training.
Grace Lenfest, Carole and Julie
at Holiday Beach, the members being as house guest.
Barrows, Gay street.
tian flag was used for decorations. flags. They were escorted by eight' The costumes were unusually Thomas, Jenniec French, Frances
guests of Miss Chrtstol Cameron.
Mrs. Emma LTchapinan. widow of Refreshments were served by the small girls wearing red, white and beautiful, exciting a great deal of Arey. Eeverly Grover, Of Camden,
There were twenty-eight present. At
Miss Carolyn MacAllister, formerly
Susan Abbott, Clarence Leonard.
Dr. William Rogers Chapman, has
at the dose of the pro- blue caps, and shoulder ribbons to enthusiastic comment, and the grand
the meeting to be held June 3 Mrs. of this city ls in Philadelphia taking
Barbara Creighton. Lots Nlchols.
piarch
was
very
effective
as
the
match,
the
other
children
Joining
in
Alice Karl will entertain at her cot special studies at a Hospital there to purchased a beautiful Spanish type gram
Constance
Nichols. Janette Stephen
the march later. A splendid pro entire school marched onio the slags,
tage at Meguntlcook Lake. For supplement her course in dietetics at house in St. Petersburg, Fla., which
son,
Elizabeth
(McKinley, Nathalie
formed
into
attractive
drill
combina

Miss Ella Grimes who spent the gram. supervised by the Patriotic In
transportation pleas; communicate Nassbn College of which she is a will serve as a winter residence for winter In Pasadena. Calif., with trips
Fossett, Norana Fossett, of Union,
tions
and
flnaUy
came
two
by
two
to
structor.
Mrs.
Eliza
Plummer,
de

herself, her daughter and hcr com
with MLss Katherine Keating.
graduate.
Beverly Glendenning. Katherine
panion. Situated in the restricted into Mexico, has returned home and serves much credit. An orchestra curtsey to Miss Heald and to be Libby. Betty O'Brien, Dorothy Peter
greeted
’
by
her
ln
the
same
graceful
later
will
occupy
her
cottage
at
Cres

composed of Marion Firnald, violin;
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker. Miss residential area, surrounded by tropi
Forest, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
cent Beach.
Virginia Rackliff, saxophone; Elea manner. AU of the numbers wer" son, Joan Look, Barbara Koster,
and
Thomas cal palms and flow?r gardens and
Anderson, celebrated hls second birth Virginia Walker,
nor Harper, trump;:; Grant DavLs, consistently well done and Included Joan Spiller, Clara Hallowell, Mar
day by entertaining several young Sweeney were guests of Dr and Mrs. citrus trees, it is ona of the smart
Miss
Rose
Malburg
underwent
an
piano, furnished many selections. solo dances and groups in tap. baUet. gery Mills, Nathalie Si>ear, Sabra
friends. Refreshments were served. John Smith Lowe Friday for picnic show places in St. Petersburg. Mrs. operation for appendicitis at Knox1
Capt. Henry R. Huntlev was special toe and musical comedy offerings, Perry, Betty Munro, Barbara Derry,
The guests were Mrs. Phyllis Kennpy supper at their Round Pond summer I Chapman has just returned from the Hospital yesterday.
and Mias Hbald herself, delighted the Margaret Winslow, Milton Gamage,
guest. The program follows
and son James. Mrs. Lewis Johnson home. The occasion celebrated the j south and opened her summer home
March.
By all chlldrin audience by appearing with Harold Louise Veazie, Herbert Ellingwood,
1
in
Bethel.
and daughters Barbara. Irene, Janet. birthdays of Mrs Lowe. Miss Walker
Kennedy Crane and son Kennedy Vocal Solo—"Star Spangled Banner"
Beverly Bowden, Gail Clark. Joan
Mrs Ida Huntley
Mrs. Eleanor Achorn and daughter and Mr. Sweeney.
have returned from a weekend visit Salute to the
Foley, Vina Delmonico, of Rockland,
Flag
Patty Anne, Mrs. Ruby Hall and son
in Attleboro, Mass., with Rev. and George Staples. Malcolm Church and
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, Patricia Wall and Marjorie McDon
Charles Huntley
Mrs Katherine Spear Sharpe has
James of Thomaston, Mrs Marlene
Mrs. C. D. Crane.
Recitation
ald, of Rockport, Mary Jean LakeRepaired, and Custom Set Building
Margaret Huntley
Foster and son Carroll, Mrs Donald arrived from New York for a sojourn
by expert engineer
man, Gertrude Hanley, Virginia
Military Tap
CROCKETT'S GARAGE
Clark and daughter Gail. Mrs Arthur of the summer months, which will be
'Margaret Johnson. Margery Mills
Physical director and Coach Huse
Smith,
Virginia Roes. Patricia Roes,
LEO CARRILLO
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member
Vocal Solo—"Winter Woonderland"
Johnson and Vivian Foster assisted divided between the Maple street
N Tibbetts, Mrs. Tibbetts and
National Radio Institute,
Mary Anastasio
Jean Elliot, Oay Stetson, Marjorie
ARLINE JUDGE
Washington, D. C.
Children's Hour"
Mrs Anderson in serving Forest home of Mrs. E. D. Spear, and her
The Best Refrigerant
son Lynn were weekend guests of Reading—"The
7-31-tf Cushing, Jean Cushing. Glenice Ler
Martha Seavey
received many nice gifts.
own cottage at Dynamite Beach.
relatives, returning to Houlton Sun Poem—"American Flag"
Pure, Clean Water
mond, Eeverly Kirkpatrick, Sally
Jeoan House
day.
Harmonica Solo
Fit To Drink
Barrett Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell of
Recitation—"A Little I'lddle"
Let Us Serv-ICE You!
Portland spent the weekend wtth Mr.
Alice Carter
BREMEN
Recitation
Ramsdell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A
Louise Harden
Tel. 792 or 8711
Plano Solo
C. Ramsdell, Beech street.
Planting is well under way ln this

Comer Club was entertained at
picnic dinner and cards at the
Crescent Beach cottage of Mrs. Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Graham who
Gonia. Friday.
have had apartments at "The
Lauriette." have gone to Boston,
Warren Noyes was home from ;
where they will reside.
Mr
Waterville Snturday, accompanied
Graham's injuries in the recent air
by Miss Helen deRochemont and
plane crash did not prove serious.
Gamold Cole of Colby, who were
weekend guests at the deRochemont
Dr. and Mrs. C. D. North had as
home on Pleasant street.
weekend guest Mrs. Janet Merrill of
Portland.
Miss Evelyn Greene of Boston,
formerly of Rockland is visiting Mrs.
Misses Betty McAlary, Elizabeth
Bari Perry.
Till, Stella Young, Olenna Rankiin
and Miss Margaret Hellier visited
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Morse, Peter
University of Mnine Saturday.
Nelson and Mrs. Nellie McKny went
Thursday to Portland where tlie men
folks attended a meeting of the
SUMMER VISITORS
Masonic Consistory.
Occasionally one hears the re
mark: “I did not see anything ln
Mrs. Ted Collett, who has been at
The Courier-Gazette about my
Knox
Hospital the past three weeks
guests.” A little reflection will
for treatment has returned home.
show the impossibility of ob
taining the names of all summer
visitors who come to Rockland
Mrs. Wyman Foster is making a !
In July and August. The paper
week's visit in Stoughton. Mass , a
desires to note such arrivals (the
guest of Mr and Mrs. Herbert Priest
guests themselves look for lt),
and to this end asks its readers
of that city.
.
to send in such items, either di
rectly to the office, or to the
Mrs Abbie Hanscom is leaving to
society reporter. Mrs. Leola
day for iv visit of several weeks with
Noyes, whose telephone num
Mrs. J. B. Patterson at Lake Alamoober Ls 873-R. Social events as
well as arrivals and departures
sook, in Northern Maine.
are desired.

If you’ve waited this

SH06S

For

long, you’d better

Memorial Day

come to Gregory’s

WHITE SUITS
s9.75 i
PASTEL SUITS

*14.50

WHITECOATS
a

BLACKINGTON’S

GREGORY’S

HE WAS MASTERFUL!
SHE WAS WILLFUL!

IT HAD..,,

HAVENER'S

NATURAL ICE

WHITE

LOW HEEL

locality.
Arthur Willey nearly severed one
of his toes with an Ice pick while
recently working at a lobster house.
Several from here went Sunday to
Damariscotta Mills to see the alewives.

(Mrs. Charles Schofield and son
Arthur have returned from a week's
stay in Boston.

SANDALS

Betty Lee Giroux celebrated her
eighth birthday May 16 b.v entertain
ing seven of her little friends from
4 to 6 at thc home of her grandpar
ents. Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie
Katherine 8tevens was the lucky one
in the peanut hunt. Thc table
which they gathered at five was an
Interesting place for them. In the
center was a large may basket filled
with balloons and little novelties and
at each place was an attractive favor
filled with candy end nuts. Tlie
birthday cake which adorned the
table was a most beautifully decorat
ed one the gift of her grandmother
Mrs. J. P. Giroux of Waterville.
Sandwiches, Ice cream and cake were
served. Mrs. Tweedie was assisted
by Betty Lee's mother. Mrs. Raymond
Giroux of Waterville. Those invited
were Katherine Stevens, Evelyn
Clark, Irene Black. Ruth Green,
Gloria Studley, Nadine Fuller and
Joan Spiller.

WIDTHS TO FIT CORRECTLY

s3.95 M.95
$6.85
SEE THEM AT

McLain Shoe Store
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD
FOOTWEAR
MAIN ST.,
NEAR LIMEROCK

..

LAKCWCC

$5.50
ROUND TRIP FROM

ROCKLAND
GO MAY 28 AND 29
Return Limit June 1
Baseball, Horse Racing at
Rockingham
Theatres, Boat Rides and
Sightseeing

Children % Fare
Tickets good' on any Train
except Streamlined
“Flying Yankee"

Maine CentralRR

•I

GALA OPENING 36TH SEASON
SATURDAY NIGIIT, MAY’ 30T1I
J. C. NUGENT in
"MR. SHABBY"
An Original Comedy—First Time
on Any Stage
with the LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Directed by MELVILLE BURKE
Nights 8. Saturday Matinee 2.30
Daylight Saving Time
Prices, alt performances 50 cents
and $1.00, plus tax
Telephone Skowhegan 434
opening Dance Saturday. May 30
Music ty Eiug Denny
and His Orchestra

I,akew;ood Inn—Overnight Bunga
lows—Gift Shop—Shanty Lunch

fll-63

»

Tap Dance

Recitation

Norma Seavey

Barbara Murray

Dorothy Harden
Vocal—"The Old Spinning Wheel"
Dorothy Trask
Remarks to children
Capt Huntley
A Southern Skit idonc in blackface)
Arline Hill, Dennis Track, Orace
Blethen
Assembly Singing—America
Accon par.lst: Norms Seavey. Cather'ne
Chisholm and Mrs. Ida Huntley

After the mast pleasing program
•e children marched up stairs to
the dining room, where they found
sandwiches, fancy cookies and ice
cream awaiting them on prettily
decorated tables. Mrs. Velma Marsh
being ln charge of this feature. In
the evening the regular meeting of
the Corps was held.

Colorful . . . yet not the least bit
gaudy ... Ls the wav to describe Band
Box, the new printed stationery by
Rytex. It ls on sale during May only
ai The Courier-Gazette office. Soft,
pastel shade bands ot tlie top of the
sheets, printed with your name and
address or monogram. One hundred
large flat sheets and envelopes, or 100
folded* sheets and envelopes for only
$1. Postage 10c.

Just Arrived
New White and Pastel Coats, also the high colors,
$5.95, $8.95 to $16.75

$4.95, $7.95

New Wash Silk Dresses,

Printed Silk Dresses,

$5.95, $7.95 and up

Large Assortment Summer Knit Suits, all new
summer colors,
$4.95 to $16.75
GRADUATION AND DANCE FROCKS, in
Chiffons and Organdies
Special at $7.95

Another Brilli.nl
Trophy For 1935’a
Faaoua Winner Of
7 he Academy Award

BETTE
BA VIS
Golden
Arrow
•."The

Our Buyers Have Just Returned From Market
We Are Now Showing a New Selection of
Summer Merchandise

We Invite Your Inspection

MAT. 2 EVE 6 45 Ac A 45
CONT SAT 2:15 to 10 45
SUNDAY 2. 6 30 and 8:30
Daylight Time

[^+++++++++++++++++++++++++++-.'++++++++++++++++++-K

PROBATE COURT
f.+++++^.+++++++++++++-{-<-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Page Eight
IF I WERE 21
(Continued from Page One)

ELUSIVE ECLIPSES

Geographic Experts Will
Send Expeditions To Far
sense to me. I see a vast centraliza
tion of power taking place. I read
Away Siberia

CANNED CATFOOD!

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

New Deal Crazy-Quilt
By Representative Clifford R. Hope of Kansas

Withoul Calwnel And You'll Jump Out ol Bed ia
the Mefoinf Rann’ lo Co

The Ramsdells Find Another
Use For Herring Besides

Making Sardines

The liver should pour out two pounds of
and learn how liberty ls perishing in
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
Canned catfood will be added to
The
National
Geographic
Society
Europe
because
economic
problems
is
not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
While numerous large corporations such as we have had for the past
Wills allowed: Irvilie C. Thurston, i admr : Ella A Adams, late of CamIt just decays ln the bowels. Gas bloats up
the
list of by-products of the Maine
like
ours
were
not
met
and
Justly
and the National Bureau of Stand
late of Union deceased. Wilbur C ' den deceased, third account filed by
your stomach. You get constipated. Your ' and the brokers on the stock market three years, there will be no inclina
sardine
Industry this summer, ac
whole system is poisoned and you fsel aour,
solved
Our
Democracy
seems
to
be
tion
to
explore
new
fields,
to
experi

are doing a flourishing business and
. _
_
Merchants National Bank of Bansunk and the world looks punk.
Thurston
and Florence E. Thurston gor trustee; John 8 Jameson late plunging down the same path to ards have made Joint announcement
inursvun « u
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere i while the holders of industrial stocks ment and to develop.
That is what cording to Rodney E. Feyler, Com
of plans to photograph the suns
bowelmovementdoesntgetstthecsuse.lt .
missioner of the 8ea and Shore Fish
of Union appointed executors; Alex: of union, deceased, first and final crash upon the rocks. Then Fascism
takes those good, old Cartar’a Little Liver
have profited greatly the farmer, the the country needs mere than any
corona
during
the
total
eclipse
of
the
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing i
toKrxrino
eries. The Ramsdell Packing Com
thing
else
today.
Merrill, late of Union, deceased Olaf account filed by Herbert L. Orlnnell, I deliberately face the possibility
freely snd make you feel "up and up”. Harm- 'small business man P.nd the laboring
less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
hppn ctnnriina still and the
Tlie most serious criticism of the pany. with plants at Portland and
Merrill and Andrew Merrill ol Union admr; Hugh M. Benner of Bock- that If Franklin D Roosevelt is re sun at Ak Bulak. USS R. June 19.
freely. Ask for Carter s Little Liver Pilto by
man have Deen Standing SUH uiu uir
Caroline S. land first and final account filed by elected he may be the last President 1936. by means of a huge camera ( name Stubbornly refuse anything etoa. 26c. I sjtuat|on of the Unemployed and New Deal is that lt assumes we must Rockland, the latter being thc largest
appointed executors;
of these United States. Of course, equipped with a newly designed
’ I those on relief has not appreciably freeze production ln business and in- in the State and opened only last
Bessie R Benner, gdn
Thurston, late of Union, deceased,
nature ot the more distant stars, for improved.
being young and only 21. I do not
j Industry, but divide it up in a dlf- year will utilize a part of the body of
astrographlc lens.
Edna M Payson of Rockland ap
the sun Itself is a small star.
Petltlons for probate of will filed tremble in abject fear of change.
What is the reason the Roosevelt ferent way than in tlie past 8uch a the larger herring for this purpose,
The camera, a tube of aluminum
pointed admx. c.t.a.; Nellie R. Mae- for notice: Laura E Waterman, late But I want controlled change I am
PhOt°E!Uu ’Jr program, after three years, has failed policy Ls not liberal and progressive, It was said.
Kenzle. late of Fairfield. Conn., de of Appleton, deceased. Lottie M. Wa- not in favor of drunken driving,
alloy 14 feet long and painted battle- will be used to measure the bright...
_______ ___ 1
won.
Extensive experiments have been
...... so signally to bring recovery except as New Dealers would have you beceased. The Bridgeport-City Trust terman of Appje'on. named exx.;
made by this concern and have
,narket and big busi- llcve. It is essentially reactionary.
We, young men and women of my shlp gray, resembles nothing so much ness of the corona at sar ous
Company of Bridgeport. Conn. ap Annie F Lothrop. late of Rockland generation, are not going to overlook as a huge cannon. It will take both distances from the sun. The Intenproven successful. When large fish
,
____________
pointed executor; Coca E. Beverage, deceased. Letha Munro of Rockland any bets. It may be that among the black and white and colo> photo- shy of black and white registered on
are brought in only a certain section
SPRY NEW ENgla.NDER
I
late of North Haven, deceased. Elsie named exx.; Charles J. Morton, late minority parties we shall find our graphs The lens Is nine Inches In the photographic plaUs. when comfrom the tail up ls used as sardines.
Alma Emery of Guilford Maine, and of Rockland deceased. Adelle L. Mor chance There is the Socialist Party. diameter and both the lens and the Pared wlth a scale of various deThe remainder except the heads will
prrscnl AdmlnlstMtlon )1|. Iri H Bend of Maton,
Orllla Lealda Bowdoin of Colllns- ton of Union, named exx.; William O Personally I have not had time to nunprn
were rnftdc At thc Nationftl prccs
of black and
Indicate
.
' be canned, cooked and put on the
Frt fui'l In Bessel Newspaper
bZhu oTstanX
the intensities
of white,
light will
which
corfailed because It has not had the
ville. Conn, appointed executrices, . Mank late of Rockland, deceased read Marx and Engels but some of
-----market The trade name to be used
D? Irtlne C Gardner of the respond to the various degrees of the ability to meet our present day buslIn the Observant Citizen column wm be "Katz Food" end lt will be
Viola T Hall late of Union deceased Mvrtie Inman of Rockland, named us have and from current literature
Dr mine «. oaroner oi im
economic probiems. The
Herbert L. Grinnell of Union ap- pxx . p,.ed q Robinson late of Rock- we know Norman Thomas as a X7L « cmX
to .«..«• Dr O.rdn.r will .,/«.»».» to., n. c. to. torn .b.c of the Boston Post last Friday ap- distributed through nationwide trade
peared an item of Knox County channels.
pointed executor; Coca 8. Currier
deceased. Grace Mildred Rob- strong man who appeals to both head
interest which is here republished: j n is estimated that the successful
late of Thomaston, deceased. Charles tnson Of Rockport . named exx : j and heart. But we are practical or projrel under Join, .wnsortolp ol temp, to mane color photographs of “ ullto -hlch direction we “re go
.
•Mrs. Irene W. Bond of Milton Is, establishing of a nurket for this
H. Smith of Thomaston appointed
E Turner late ol 8t Oeorge nothing and we see that about a the National GeographicSociety and the corona with Dufaycolor plates ln« There has been a. o pa
the Bureau.
which are extremely fast ar.d have economy on the part of some of the a spry old New Englander, who will, product will add many thousands of
admr c. t.a: Elora M Richards, late deceased. Herbert D. Turner of million votes is the most that the
____
an emulsion of very fine grain. It President's advisers, but to date there be 84 years old May 24th. Her hus- dollars to the value of the fishing lnof Camden, deceased. Ralph E. Rich Waltham. Mass., named exr.; By- Socialist Party could command ln its
Kustsgud and AkBulak Observafe>tureg plug the has been nothing which could be
band. Capt. Marshall J. Bond, was a , dustry and give work to many more
ards of Camden appointed executor. antha A. Brown late of Thomaston, palmiest days. Evidently lt has
lion StaSkoan
[onj fQcus kns wUI
gatu_ called constructive planning and cersea captain and the greater part oi people. The Portland Fish Company
Petitions for administration grant deceased. Olive H Jariuon of Thom never commanded the confidence of
Thls will be the second eeltpsr (aclory cotor photographs. Previous talnly nothing resembling economy her life was jpent sailing tn all parts of which Oeorge Ra’cllff Ls president,
ed: Estates. William H. Richards, late aston named exx.
the American people. Why try a tool
expedition in which the National attempts to photograph eclipses ln no matter ln what sense you may use of the globe with him. Her eyesight also manufactures catfood using the
of St. George, deceased. Evelyn E.
Petition for administration filed for which has proved Impractical for SO
«
and hearing are perfect and she by-products of ground fish and other
Oeographic Society will take part color have been only partially sue- lhe wordLudwig of Rockland appointed noUce: Estate william L. Brown, late years?
Another expedition sponsored by The cessful. Although darkness prevails '
2*V^h^h « hX spends her summers alone ln her , species.
admx.; Emma S Howes late of1 of Appleton, deceased, Maynard M
Then there ls the Commun*
home on-------the seacoast at (Olentncre) { Commissioner Fevler urges that
.
during the eclipse, there ls some anc* the direction in which we have ----------Washington. deceased. John
Party. In company with other col Society ano Georgetown University
Brown of Appleton, named admr.
m
corona
namf.
headed at any particular mo- st. Oeorge, Maine
admr :
Maine people demand Maine Packed
Howes of Washing-on
Petition for authorization to Pur( lege men and women I stuefc- lt and an l headed by Dr Paul A. McNally like prominences which protrude I ment has depended entirely upon
Capt. Bond was master of th? 4- 1 catfood at their markets and pet
Abram W Nye. late of Rockland de- fhase and
#u,uWp grBVMt0W. hobnob with Its members to get their
of Georgetown will have Its hegd- around the edge of the moon's disk which group of planners had last masutd schooner. Ella M Willey
shops and help the Stale s fishing In
ceased. Llewellyn Carleton of Port- filpd for notjce: Estate Antonio An- point of view. I try to be fair and
quatierr at Kustanai. Siberia. ab-iut are brilliant red. the sky is dark blue, gotten the- ear of the President
*hlch was built In Thomaston.
teracts re-build and re-vltallze the
land admr dbnei a.; Fred E astasio. late Of Camden, deceased am unmoved by the frantic Red 310 miles northeast of Ak Bulak. This
the stars and planets are visible and
The constant uncertainty ln which
industry.
Churchill, late of Rockland, deceased p]ed by prank r Ingraham of Rock- baiting of the most mendacious party ln now on its way to Kustanai
the face of the moon Is an absolute the country is kept by the sudden
If you are looking for an inexpen-1
Daniel H Churchill cf Rockiand ]and. public admr
j chain of newspapers in the United
Dr. Gardner will be accompanied
a black that Impresses one as moves of the President to the right sive graduation gift, Ryiex Polka'
admr.; Annie Oillis Thomas, late of
petitions for perpetual care of States We do not believe everything
and assisted by Mrs. Oardner. herself being a much deeper blwk than and to the left, as seems dictated by printed stationery will solve your
14^
Rockland, deceased. Clara T Kelsey burial lot filed for notice: Estates, we read nor are we easily stampeded
an experienced scientist and former ordinarily is seen in any black ob- political expediency, has a most un problem. It ls the stationery young
of Rockland, admx: Annie T Water- Antonio Anastasio. late of Camden being 21 years old. We even dare to member of the National Bureau ot
on the earth.
settling effect upon business and tn- people buy for themselves. Only $1
man late of North Haven, deceased. deceased, filed by Frank H. Ingraham look Into this matter of Communism
Standards staff.
Dr. and Mrs Dr and Mrs Gardner expect to ar- dustry. It has prevented a normal. a box On sale at The Courier-Ga
Frank W Waterman of North Haven. of Rockiand. public admr.; Oeorge L. for ourselves.
Oardner will sail May 10th from New rlve at Ak BUiak about June1st and natural expansion
zette office during May and June only..
I feel that so important a move
admr.: Ava N Smith, late of Rock- Young late of North Haven de
York on board the steamship Breremain three weeks.
As long as there is uncertainty, Postage 10c.
land. deceased. Oeorc- E Horton of ceased, filed by Wilfred L Ames of ment deserves stigfc- and so in com men for Bremen. Germany. They
pany with other serious souls I study will proceed via Berlin and Moscow
Rockland admr ; Alice S Thurston. North Haven, admr
late of Appleton, deceased Robert D
Inventories filed: Esates of Lucy- lt. The result Is that I pass It lip to Ak Bulak. near Orenberg. Siberia.
Thurston of Appleton, admr : James c Farnsworth. Rocklanl B1JM 851- for America. Let other countries U. S. S R.. ln the Ural Mountains,
M Whitney, late of Rockport deLucius S York. Rockland. $9- have what they will. That ts none of just northeast of the Caspian Sea
ceased. Ensign Otis of Rockland. 94580; Henry J Ames. Matinicus. our business. This is essentially a where they will establish an observa
admr. Abbie W Hows late of Cam- $14.192 73:
Arthur
W
Hatch, foreign Ism which can not be trans tion station. Ak Bulak also will be
den deceased. Joseph 8. Mullin of Thomaston $435; Eugene R Spear. planted to American soil because lt the site at which a Joint expedition
Lincolnville, admr.; Leonard M Rockland. $11.20101: William J. Is Inconsistent with the American of Harvard University and Massa
tradition and character Further chusetts Institute of Technology will
Dearden. late of St George deceased. Swift. Warren. $1035
Maurice E. Clark of Quincy. Mass.
____________
more. we will never permit It to be observe the eclipse.
admr; Hiram S Walsh, late of Rock
imposed upon us toy force I believe
ALMA A. ANDERSON
The corona of the sun can be pho
land. deceased. Frank H Ingraham
that I speak for my fellows as well tographed only during a total eclipse
of Rockland, admr.
After a period of 111 health, lasting as myself when I say that we believe when rays of sunlight which ordi
• • • »
nearly eight months, a sudden turn that America can. and will, produce narily' reach the earth are shut off
Petitions for license to sell real
her own native democratic system by the moon's disk. Under these
estate granted: Estates Richard A for the worse during the last week and way of life. I look for some
conditions the corona, a halo of
Snow late of Rockland, deceased. brought death to Alma A. Anderson thing new and Just and efficient to
pearly light extending hundreds oi
filed by William A Griffin of Rock- of South Thomaston, wife of Julius grow up out of the decayed remains
thousands of miles outward from the
land, admr : Elizabeth Killeran et al Anderson, a well known dairy man which are our heritage Youth will sun. stands out strikingly against th$
of Thomaston, filed by Helen Kil She was a victim of heart trouble, level off the rubbish, uncover the old
surrounding sky.
leran of Thomaston gdn.
and the end came suddenly and foundations of Democracy and build
Petition for adopt ion granted:
a structure truly American, sound
Dr Gardner s eclipse camera will
Lloyd Arthur Brehm of Rockland Patnlfasb’
and enduring upon tt. We need no
be
mounted on a rigid demountable :
The funeral services were held foreign system
adopted by Raymond A Richards
frame
which will consist In part of
and Evelyn Mae Richards, both of from the family residence. Tuesday
There is left the Republican Party
the cases in which lt will be shipped
Rockland.
afternoon Rev. H F. Leach and Rev. We who are 21 are under no illusions from the United States. The con
Petition for reduction of bond
J. F Heino officiated. Interment was about lt. Declamatory utterances struction of the camera and Its
granted Estate Mertle L Simpson
about Its glorious ipast and divinely mounting as a single rigid unit have
at
Achorn cemetery. The bearers
of Rockland, filed bv Elisha W Pike
directed destiny leave us cold Our
were John Niemi of South Thomas interest tn it is confined to Its use permitted the focusing and other ad
of Rockland, gdn.
justments to be made in the labora
Petitions for guardian granted: ton, Joseph Anderson of Owl’s Head, as a practical instrument for realistic
tory before leaving the United States,
Estates Martha Fletcher of Appleton. | William Anderson of Thomasto'. and Youth (Movement. Looking It over,
thereby greatly reducing the time re
Adella Gushee of Anpleton appoint Anselm Lampmcn of Thc nastcn.
we find that it has had the confi quired for preparation at thc eclipse
ed gdn ; Fred Alton I.aBranche of
Mrs. Anderson was born In Fin dence of the people for two thirds of station. It will be necessary only to
Rockland. Helen E. LaBranche of land Jan. 18. 1886 She came to the time since the Civil War.
lay three concrete slabs on which
Roekland. gdn.
It began as a liberal people's move the apparatus will rest. The camera
America In 1904 and the same year
Petition for distribution granted: was married to Julius Anderson a ment and has always stood for re
will be pointed at th? sky at an angle
Estate Mabel F. Baldrige. late of resident of Thomaston at that time. presentative government. Like any
of 36 degrees to the horizontal The
Rockport, deceased, tiled by Carrie; She had a fine appreciation of art other party it has been Just as good sun will be at this height above the ’
Fields, exx
i and also possessed great abilities as as the men who were sufferred to horizon when thc eclipse takes place 1
Petition for Commission to take a dressmaker and a cook. She was lead lt and shape Its policies. But tt at Ak Bulak at 8 a m.. local time.
deposition of witness tc Will grant- not a member of many clubs because still has a great potential following.
The new type lens mounted in the
ed: Estate Martha Arnett Goodwin, her household duties occupied most Given the right leadership the will of camera Is an improvement, for two 1
late of Camden, deceased, filed by of her time. She was however a the people can still be realtoed reasons, over previous equipment ior
Alexandra Marie Johanson of Cam- generous giver and a willing helper through lt. The fact that. Just now. photographing the sun's corona. It
den exx
for all worthy causes. A member of Its leadership ls blind to the dan- greatly reduces the necessary focal
• • • •
the Congregational Church, she was gers of the present crisis may be our length (or distance from lens to
Accounts allowed. Alonzo Maker. a religious woman of the practical ] opportunity. It ought not to be implate) and increases thc speed of the [
I
late of South Thomaston, deceased, jypp onp who applied her religion to possible for Youth to capture this photography.
first and final account filed by | dally life and said little about It. | great organism and regenerate It.
The lenses most commonly used
Thomas L. Maker, admr.; William H She had a quiet disposition, a sterlSo-called Third Party movements for eclipse work are of the telescope
Larrabee late of Rockland, deceased, ing character, and her ideals were have come and gone many times in
objective type with two pieces of
first and final account filed by ] of the highest nature. She never our history. Formidable forces are
glass close together, and ordinarily a
Walter C. Larrabee, exr.; Sewall P left anything for the morrow that now gathering to create a new party focal length of 75 to 100 feet has
POWER—to pull your loads! First choice
York of Damariscotta, fifth and final coujd be done that day. It would be to promote the measures necessary been employed, so that a high tower
—Chevrolet! It has the greatest pulling
(Veterans Funds) account of Lucius difffcuit t0 fjnd one wbo was more 1 to harness machinery and make It must be built to support the camera.
pot ICONOMICAL
power of any truck in the entire low-price
TIANIFOITATIM
S. York, deceased gdn.. filed by Delia ^0^ wye and mother than she serve society: to change our com- Dr Gardner's new lens really consists
range!
F York, exx.; Sewail P York of ' was. She had hundreds of friends petitive system into a co-operative of four glasses with an equivalent
NEW HIGH-COMPRESSION
Damariscotta, fifth and final (Pri and many of them gathered on commonwealth. The party which focal length of 18 feet. The camera,
ECONOMY—to save you money! First choice—
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE
NEW
PERFECTED
vate Funds > account ot Lucius S. numcrous occasions to surprise and offers to do these things ln an however. Is four feet shorter than
Chevrolet! It’s the most economical truck in the
with increased horsepower, increased
HYDRAULIC
BRAKES
York, deceased gdn died by Delia F j grower her with gifts.
American way will win.
world for all-round duty!
this because the lens works llkc that
torque, greater economy in gas and oil
York, exx.: Edward F. Berry, late of i ghe was typically an American
The Republican Party has a great in a telephoto camera, photographing
always equalized for quick, unswerving,
LOW
PRICE
—
to
conserve
your
capital!
First
choice
Rockland, deceased, first and final citizen in the spirit that she dis- tradition consistent with the modern a disant object in more enlarged
“straight line" stops
—Chevrolet! It sells at the lowest price at which you
account filed by Faith G Berry, exx.; piaye<j throughout her life here. Her necessity of co-operation. It has form than is possible In ordinary
can
buy any high-powered truck!
Mar.v Eastman, late of Rockland, de heart beat true with high patriotism. stood for freedom and liberalism in photography. The lens has been
ceased, first and final account filed
the
past.
It
now
requires
a
purge.
She ts survived by her husband
specially designed and corrected for
All the qualities which make a truck a money-maker
by Florence M Groves, admx ; Wil- and seven children. Andrew. Ina The leaders who think of co-opera- the rather limited field of view re
—all the qualities which make truck operation profit*
NEW FULL11am F Thomas, late of Warren, de- Lem Walter, Frederic, Annie and i tion as hunting in a pack must be quired for photography of the corona.
able —are yours in the highest degree in these big,
TRIMMED
• • • •
ceased, first and final account filed william, salutatorian of this year's removed to save the Party. The
powerful, dependable Chevrolets.
by Herbert K. Thomas, admr.; Lottie graduating class of Rockland High people
have
endured
enough.
DE LUXE CAB
The new lens will provide an image
See your nearest Chevrolet dealer today for full infor
M. Linscott late of Rockland, de- school; and a daughter-in-law. Mrs. Another Third Party movement of the sun two Inches ln diameter on
with dear-vision
FULL-FLOATING
ceased, first and final account filed j Frederic Anderson, and a grandson might not fail. Youth, clear eyed and the photographic negatives, which
mation and a thorough demonstration of Chevrolet
instrument panel for
REAR AXLE
by Josie E. Robbins of South Hope. Frederic Eugene of Rockland, an 86 strong, waits to see where hope re can be enlarged to bring out con
safe control
abilities. And then ... Be wise—economize—buy
with barrel type wheel bearings
admx ; Roy J. LaBranche, late of year old mother, Mrs. Amalia Aho. sides. We who are 21 turn earnestly siderable detail.
Chevrolet trucks.
on l^j-ton models
Rockland, deceased, flrst and final (W0 brothers. Anselm Aho and to the great Party of our fathers. But
The camera will make direct
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY. DETROIT. MICH.
account filed by Helen E. LaBranche Nestor Aho; three sisters Mrs. John we are not blind followers (who can photographs of the corona and a
OENERAL MOTORS INSTALLMENT PLAN-MONTHLY PAYMENTS TO SUIT YOUR PURSE
admx: Eunice T Brown, late of Hendrickson. Mrs. John Niemi, and be depended upon to vote the ticket moving plate holder will be used to
NorthHaven. deceased, first and final \irs. John Anderson.
straight and ask no questions. IWe cause the moving image of the
account filed by Jesse E Ames, exr.;
(Contributed)
demand, for our leaders, men who eclipse to remain stationary with
George H. Brown, late of Port Clyde.
____________
put country above party and both respect to the plate during the brief
deceased . first and final account
For Air Mall correspondence you above self.
interval of two minutes of totality
We demand something gtefinite when the corona Is visible.
filed by Mary G. Barton, exx.: El- will want a box of Rytex Feather
bridge D. Linscott late of Rockland, printed Stationery. This is an extra and constructive as to how we are
The photographs will reveal the
WORLD'S THRIFTIEST HIGH-POWERED TRUCKS
deceased, first and final account filed' light sheet of paper printed with to be given a chance to work and shape, size, structure and other fea
by Rosetta L. Ross admx. eta ; your name ana address to match the earn and achieve success. We have tures of the corona which are of
Harriett F Orbeton. icte of Rock colored printed lining in the enve confidence in the 'Republican way of especial interest to astronomers. It
land. deceased, first and final ac lope. The price is only $1.50 a box doing things but we demand assur is believed that the corona holds
count filed by Orace O. Ludwlck of for 50 double sheets and 50 envelopes, ance that the neccessary things will clues to the composition of the sun,
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 1250
Rockland, exx.; Mary E. Ingraham, including the printing See samples be done.
whose heat and energy make life
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
late of Rockland, deceased, first and at The Courier-Gazette office. Post
Louis A. Walker
possible on earth. This, in turn, may
Rockland, May 23
filial account filed by H U Collins, age 10 cents.
aid in better understanding of the

You wont POWER
You want ECONOMY
You also want LOW PRICE

Nowhere are they combined so perfectly as in Chevrolet trucks
Be Wise • Economise • Buy
Chevrolet!

CHEVROLET TRUCKS
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